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ABSTRACT
The Railway Ground Hazards Research Project (RGHRP) was developed to study and mitigate
geotechnical hazards affecting the Canadian railways. A specific target area for this project is the White
Canyon area in southwestern British Columbia, where common rockfall events directly impact the
railway corridor and pose a risk to railway operations and safety. Through this project, sequential high
resolution LiDAR and photogrammetry datasets were collected in order to develop an understanding of
these slope-related hazards.
A common method for slope hazard analysis is the use of rockfall simulation software to assess the
hazard potential of a site. The rockfall data collected from the comparison of the scans was modelled
using available rockfall simulation software packages, in an attempt to validate the assumed rockfall
modelling parameters. Tests with available software packages identified three major limitations. The first
concerns the use of coefficient of restitution values to generalize the energetics of rock-slope interaction in
rockfall modelling and the inconsistencies associated with this. Second, there are significant limitations in
visualization both during model setup and of the results of the models generated, as well as with the
integration of these results with other applications. Finally, these tools are something of a closed
environment (a black box) in that the details of how they produce their results is not modifiable, and in
some cases the mode in which they operate is not transparent.
In this thesis an attempt to address these issues using the Unity game engine is presented, the goal being
to more fundamentally explore rockfall mechanics, and to utilize the high-resolution site data to as great
a degree as possible. We demonstrate how these engines can be used to assist an engineer in their
decision making process and new ways to handle simulation outputs so that these are easily analyzed
and presented. In particular pairing the game engine with new data visualization methods. The results
show the high potential of game engines for use in geotechnical applications and present an exciting
opportunity for future work on geotechnical modelling.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
This study is a component of a long-term research initiative by Queen’s University that
examines rockfalls along a railway corridor situated in a mountain valley in
southwestern British Columbia. This initiative is part of a multi-university and industry
research initiative, the Railway Ground Hazards Research Program, which was
established to identify and mitigate ground hazards along railways in Canada.
Assessing several geohazards, and numerous site locations, the goal of the study
reported in this thesis is to examine computer modelling of rockfalls and to develop and
evaluate new ways to model them. The research group at Queen’s has recently been
studying rockfall hazards with the work being done to date ranging from rockfall
identification, monitoring and forecasting [(Kromer et al., 2015a), (Kromer et al., 2015c)],
to source zone characterization (van Veen et al., 2015), to modelling. We have been
mainly focused on the collection of LiDAR data and the various applications of this type
of high resolution spatial data to assessing the rockfall hazard of an area (Hutchinson et
al., 2015). LiDAR provides a dramatic increase in the quality of the data that can be
remotely measured about a slope and enables new types of detailed analysis [(Lato et
al., 2014), (Kromer et al., 2015b)].
Rockfall modelling can be conducted either on a 2D cross section through a slope, or on
a 3D surface generated from topographic information in the form of a digital elevation
model (DEM). A step beyond the traditional 2D modelling approach is treating the
1

slope as a topographic surface during analysis rather than a user-selected profile. Such a
surface, commonly called a 2.5D surface since it extends laterally but does not overturn,
can be analyzed in a Geographic Information System (GIS) in combination with other
spatial data such as prior incident data, location of infrastructure and other geographic
features. Using a GIS and a 2.5d surface allows expansion to a more comprehensive
study where a path does not need to be drawn manually but the whole slope can be
examined (Lan et al., 2010). While this is a significant improvement, the tools are still
limited, in that the modelled results only partially reflect observations of rockfall zones
in situ. From our limited experience with game engines and my experience with
computer science and video games we wondered if these could provide a better
foundation on which to build tools to model the slopes and the rockfalls that occur on
them.

1.1 LOCATION AND SIGNIFICANCE
The study site is located in an area of western Canada, approximately 3 hours north of
Vancouver along the Thompson River, near the confluence of the Thompson and Fraser
Rivers, in an area colloquially referred to as the White Canyon. In this location, the two
major railway corporations in Canada (CN Rail and Canadian Pacific) come together to
traverse some of the most hazardous sections of their trans-Canada rail networks. Built
in the 1880’s, this section of rail is one of the few rail options in this part of Canada, and
the preferred route to transport goods between the Port of Vancouver and the rest of
Canada. Since there are limited alternatives, this is an important section of rail that
2

warrants a significant amount of research to support improved hazard mitigation
[(Porter et al., 2002),(Clague & Evans, 2003)].
With this railway being a major artery to western Canada (Figure 1-1), a stoppage on
this section of the line has a very large impact on the operations of the railways. As the
majority of traffic is cargo, and therefore fewer people are involved, a stoppage or a
derailment is less of a safety risk and much more of an operational and economic risk.
The regional rail traffic travels at a rate set by the slowest segment, and so any
slowdown or stoppage here slows or stops traffic along the length of this major artery in
this area. There is no efficient alternative route to and from the Port of Vancouver.

Figure 1-1: Major CN and CP railway networks in Canada and the area of interest for this study. Data
from the Government of Canada.

3

Since this study is situated along rail lines, terminology from the rail industry is used
hereafter. Some common terms that are used throughout this document are:
◦

Subdivision - The rail networks are very large and continually expanding. To
clarify locations they are split up into linear subdivisions, at specific mileage
intervals along the track. These subdivisions are commonly given the name of a
site located in the area that they pass though. The railways each have their own
names for the subdivisions even if they are in the same area, with the start and
end locations rarely being the same. For this study we focus mainly on the
Ashcroft Sub, a subdivision in the CN system and avoid using CP terms to avoid
confusion.

◦

Mileage - The mileage of the railway is measured from the start of the
subdivision to the end, marked in the primary direction of travel for the section
of rail. This is measured in miles since the system predates the adoption of the
metric system in Canada.

◦

Slow Order - There are three operational states that a track can be in. These are
the normal speed of the railway, a red light (stop) and a yellow light (slow). Every
signalled section of track has a normal speed and a slow speed. A slow order is
normally issued due to a reduction in the line of sight, or if there is an increased
risk along the next section of line. Although less of an issue than a stop order (red
light), a slow order does significantly affect railway operational efficiency and as
a result the company’s bottom line.

4

1.2 GEOLOGY
The geology of the White Canyon is comprised of two dominant units. The primary unit
that makes up the white rock (b in figure 1-2) of the White Canyon is the Lytton Gneiss.
This is a foliated quartzofeldspathic gneiss with amphibolite layers, containing massive
“quartzite” and massive amphibolite and gabbroic intrusions (Monger, 1984). Located
on the west side of the field area, near the west tunnel portal entrance is another unit, a
distinct red stained rock unit. This is the Mt. Lytton Batholith and is composed of
granodiorite with local diorite and gabbro. The red staining is a result of fluids
originating in overlying mid-Cretaceous continental clastic rocks.
There are two clear sets of dykes in the White Canyon. The first is tonalitic dykes that
form the more dramatic spires seen in the Lytton Gneiss. It is believed that these are
related to the emplacement of the Mt. Lytton Batholith (Brown, 1981). The other set is of
darker dioritic intrusions that can be seen cutting the gneiss and the tonalitic dykes.
These are believed to be a part of the Kingsville Andesites (Brown, 1981).

5

Figure 1-2: An image taken at track level on the CN Rail lines, looking west showing the primary
geological units of the site. A) The red stained Mt. Lytton Batholith, b) Lytton Gneiss with visible
intrusions, c) distinctive black dioritic dykes, and d) tonalitic dykes

The majority of rockfall failure that is focused on in this study comes directly from the
Lytton Gneiss. This covers much of the slope with the result that most rockfalls
originating from bedrock in the Canyon are from this unit. The dykes are the strongest
units, as seen by the presence of the tall, narrow spires. Work is currently being
completed within the Queen’s research group in order to determine relationships
between the geology of the slope and the frequency/size/shape/distribution of the
rockfalls.
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1.3 SLOPE HAZARDS
There are numerous geohazards that should be considered when constructing and
maintaining a railway corridor. They are, of course, largely dependent on the terrain
along the corridor. In the mountains of western Canada these can include landslides
occurring beneath the tracks misaligning them, avalanches covering the tracks or hitting
trains on the tracks, debris flows damaging bridges located over debris chutes, and a
variety of others. In this study, we are focussed on events generated directly from
bedrock so we will immediately remove earth slide and earth movement events from
consideration. We are also not looking at the detailed failure mechanisms of rockfalls as
part of the first attempt at game-hosted simulations. While detachment mechanisms do
play a major role in the simulation of rockfalls, the development of the tool sets to
properly model the initiation of rockfalls is outside the scope of this study.
In the context of the many types of rock slope movement, illustrated in the table below,
one could classify all of our simulations as being “complex”, if only because the
simulation of real world processes will always be a combination of processes and not a
single process. We will refer to our simulations as either being a rockfall (small volume)
or a rock slide (large volume composed of many small material particles). These are the
two types of failures that we observe in the chosen field area, and so the two types of
failures that we will focus on in first attempts to develop new simulation tools.
Another feature of the slope that is of concern is the talus material located on the slope.
After a rockfall event, when the rockfall stops, there is an accumulation of material on
the slope, adding to the talus on the slope. Talus has its own way of moving down the
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slope and behaves quite differently than the rockfalls that we discuss. Although the
methods described here would allow talus to be considered in detail and simulated, this
is not the focus of the study.
Table 1-1 Types of earth movement, modified from (Varnes, 1978). The failures focussed on in this
project are highlighted.

Type of Movement
Falls
Topples
Rotational
Slides
Translational
Lateral Spreads
Flows
Complex

Bedrock

Type of Material
Engineering Soils
Mostly coarse
Mostly fine

Rock fall
Rock topple

Debris fall
Debris topple

Earth fall
Earth topple

Rock slide

Debris slide

Earth slide

Rock spread
Rock flow

Debris spread
Debris flow

Earth Spread
Earth flow

(deep-creep)

(soil creep)

Combination of two or more types of movement

1.4 ROCKFALLS
At the most general level, a rockfall is a situation where a block of material detaches
from a slope, moves rapidly down the slope, impacts one or more times between
airborne sections of its passage, slides and or rolls in contact with the slope for some
distance, and ultimately comes to rest. During detachment and impact it may fragment
and the slope it hits may fragment or deform in a number of ways.
From the geological standpoint there are a few things that we need to consider with
regard to rockfalls. Some of these are the domains that are a part of the rockfall: the
detaching material, and the slope that it is falling on. Both of these can be composed of
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any number of geological or man-made materials and in the case of the slope there are
generally different materials from top to bottom.
Looking at the source area of the rockfall we are primarily concerned with the
mechanism of failure. This will help us to better understand the shape and volume of
the block that is failing as well as how it will evolve as it falls down the slope. Rockfalls
are usually governed by prominent joint sets in the sub-surface and so surfaces with the
same aspect and slope angle will have similar mechanisms of failure. For instance a
slope that has a prominent joint set near vertical and another near horizontal dipping
with the slope will have the potential for toppling failures [(Hoek and J. D. Bray, 1981),
(Goodman and J. W. Bray, 1976)]. Another significant factor in rockfall is the
deterioration of the rockfall source face (Nicholson, 2004). If the rock is highly altered
and the joint sets are prominent, then it is likely that the rock blocks will end up being
highly fractured, and will act more like debris with differing energies (Locat et al.,
2006). If the joint sets are highly discontinuous and the material less altered, then the
falling material may remain intact and even act as a single object for the entirety of the
event. Rockfalls have been shown to be highly influenced by weathering [(Nicholson,
2004), (Stock et al., 2011)] of the material and local weather cycles in particular freeze
thaw cycles; this along with the influence of animals on the slope is the likely cause of
the rockfalls in the study area.
Once the piece has detached from the bedrock we shift out of thinking of release
mechanisms and into the qualities of the falling rock itself. This is mostly a matter of the
likelihood of fracturing and the density, shape and volume of the block, all of which are
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important factors when we look at mitigation techniques towards the base of the slope.
With the detachment of the block there is also a change in the internal forces of the
joints and on the joint sets on the slope which the block detached from. The block may
stay as a single block during the entire fall, fracture as it moves down the slope and
forces are applied to the block, or it may disaggregate immediately even before
impacting the slope as it rotates and forces on internal surfaces rapidly change. After
impacting the slope the block may then go airborne, slide, roll or stop as a result of the
detailed slope topography, the dynamics of the falling block and the nature of the
surface it impacted.
In areas where rockfalls are common, the slope is often covered in talus of previously
fallen rock, covering the bedrock in the area and changing the angle of the slope,
approaching or at the angle of repose. Finally, usually towards the bottom of the slope,
is the object which we as engineers are concerned with protecting. This may be
infrastructure, people, or in the case of the study area, the train tracks and vehicles on
the tracks. At this point in the simulation our focus shifts again to the internal
properties of the rockfall. The mass, velocity, and height of flying blocks above the slope
(pass height) at this point is important information for determining the type of
mitigation we can use and the required characteristics of that mitigation.
The following figure outlines the areas of the slopes and the objects that are of interest.
The lower slope angles often contain mostly talus from the years of past failures and the
vertical faces are usually exposed bedrock, the typical location for rockfall source zones.
Near the bottom of the slope, although not at the very bottom, there is the element that
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is at risk. Again in our case this is generally the railway tracks. Actual slopes are highly
complex as illustrated in figures 1-3 and 1-4. The profile sketch (figure 1-3) implies that
a falling rock moves down a slope contacting and impacting at certain points. The photo
(figure 1-4) shows that falling and sliding material is actually moving over very
complex terrain, where significant funneling and deflection are inevitable. It is precisely
the complexity of the terrain and the inability to account for this in profile-based
simulation that motivated the 2.5D approach taken in this study.

Figure 1-3: A cross section of the White Canyon. Source areas for rockfalls are in the steeper sections of
the slope with the shallow sections collecting rockfalls, generating talus accumulation.
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Figure 1-4: Photos of the White Canyon, showing the complex and highly irregular nature of the slope.
The CN Rail lines traverse the base of the slope, and the Canadian Pacific rail lines are on the opposite
side of the river.

1.5 ROCKFALL PHYSICS
In this study we will focus on the lower, later stages of a rockfall and largely ignore the
problem of initiation. A simulation-based study of initiation would require highly
detailed local data on geology, state of joints and fractures and weather cycles. Much of
this is currently impossible to collect remotely except at a broad statistical level.
Once the block has detached, however, the simulation process is simpler. We need only
focus on the movement of the block from the time that it detaches to the time that it
stops. From this standpoint we “only” need to model each individual volume of rock as
a single unit. We will also ignore, in this preliminary study, detailed issues such as the
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deformation of a block during impact or the internal physics of each falling rock, which
could in fact lead to further fragmentation. We do, however, need to consider the
surface material and how it responds to the impact of the falling blocks. Since we have
simplified our simulation to the level of only considering non-fragmenting falling
blocks, we can further simplify this and say that every falling block is going to be
governed by Newton’s laws of motion. Those are:
1) Every object in a state of uniform motion tends to remain in that state of motion
unless an external force is applied to it.
2) The relationship between an object’s mass m, its acceleration a, and the applied
force F is F = ma. The direction of the force vector is the same as the direction of
the acceleration vector.
3) For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.
These laws govern classic mechanics and are the basis of the analytical studies of
rockfall phenomena. This is important to note because it provides a foundation when
we look to alternative means of modelling rockfalls. The physics of motion is universal
and our tools should be directly based on this. In other words, if one examines a tool in
detail, all calculations and parameters should ultimately be rooted in physics and
geotechnical properties measured on rocks.

1.6 THE LIFE AND DEATH OF A ROCKFALL
From observing many rockfalls in the field area, we know that many of the rockfalls
that occur in this area are limited to a few styles of rockfall. There are rockfalls that
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simply fall from the detachment point and land as a debris pile on the slope (a in Figure
1-5). The rock in this case is highly fragmented before the fall and breaks apart into
individual elements during the fall, or it breaks when impacting the surface. In the
second situation, a few blocks fall, and either all of the blocks or portions of them end
up moving down the slope, impacting the talus along the way. Typically these elements
are rather small in volume (less than 0.1 m3) (b in Figure 1-5). In the final case, a few
blocks on the slope have remained rather large (1-4 m3) and are progressively sliding
down the slope (c in Figure 1-5). In essence, what we see on the slope are typically small
movements of volume which stop somewhere on the slope. In very few instances,
unless the fall occurs in an area with a rock shed in place, do we see blocks make it from
an up-slope source zone into the river in a single event (d in Figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-5: Three different sections of the canyon showing the different types of failures which are
seen. A) Talus cones near the railway caused by a buildup of material falling into the ditch here. This
can be seen by the regularly sized material in a conical shape. B) A small rockfall event kicking up
debris and remaining on the upper slope. C) To the right of c, a single coherent block travels slowly
down the slope. D) The general talus pathways where more material falls down the slope. In many
cases this is where rocksheds have been installed to move rockfalls over the railway.

For the purposes of modelling, rockfalls can be broken into a series of events during the
movement of a rockfall, the events typically are as follows:
1) Detachment of a Rock.
2) Free fall of the block(s).
3) Impact on the surface of the talus below the source area or impact on the surface
of the cliff face.
4) If surface is present; rolling, sliding or bouncing along the surface of the slope.
5) Stoppage of the block.
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In this study we are looking at simulating all but the initial detachment of a block as
discussed. We want to know how the block will move from the time of detachment to
the time it stops. This is a very simplified model of the process of a rockfall in order to
illustrate what a simulation might need to account for, and this is also typically how
rockfalls are modelled in current rockfall simulations. These are aspects that should be
expanded on to gain a better understanding of the implications of the modelling that is
the core aspect of this study.

Figure 1-6: Stages of a rockfall. See text for discussion of the significance of the stages.

1.6.1 DETACHMENT
The process of detachment can be the result of many factors. In the simplest terms this
is the study of the driving forces against the resisting forces. If the driving forces are
greater than the resisting forces then failure will occur. Often the driving force is limited
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to gravity. There are some other aspects that could contribute to this. For instance an
earthquake will add a driving force in both the vertical and horizontal directions.
The rock properties and the geometry of possible failure surfaces govern the resisting
forces. First and foremost it is the primary joint sets and the failure planes that they
create that leads to the failure. There are then the finer details of the joints and the
strength of them [(Barton and Choubey, 1977), (Hoek and J. D. Bray, 1981)]. Joints with
a lower strength or that are more persistent throughout the surface will lead to areas
with more failures than joints that are discontinuous and closed.
In the study area we believe that a large influence on the detachment of blocks has to do
with the freeze thaw cycles in the area, which lead to progressive opening on the joints
and the movement of the rock towards the free face. Other environmental factors also
have an impact on the detachment of a block: this includes physical and chemical
weathering, as well as wildlife in the area, which have been seen initiating rockfalls.
Wildlife in the area has been observed as a contributing factor to rockfall initiation,
specifically mountain goats in the area walking across the slope. The added weight
from the animals helps a mass of rock to overcome resisting forces and this initiates the
rockfall.

1.6.2 FREE FALLING
The first stage of the rockfall modelling we are addressing and the stage following the
detachment is the initial free fall of the block. Depending on the initial position of the
block, this stage can widely range in the energy gained and the duration. This also
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doesn’t need to be completely vertical: in cases of toppling, the rockfall can initiate the
free fall as an initial stage to the rolling that may come immediately afterwards. As end
member cases we are looking at either a vertical fall or a rotation in the first stage. As
noted above, as the rock falls and forces acting on internal weakness planes change, it
may disaggregate partly or completely.

1.6.3 IMPACT
The first impact is what determines the subsequent trajectory of the rockfall and the
way in which it will interact with the rest of the slope. Dependent on slope angle this is
also where the largest loss of energy will occur and when mechanical fracturing can
begin. The process of fracturing is poorly understood, and is not included in the tools
tested for rockfall modelling in this study. Instead each block is treated independently
as if no other blocks exist: each block falls as a single independent event. The idea of
dealing with multiple interacting objects on a rockfall slope is new and much of what is
occurring during rock fragment interactions remains unstudied.
The first impact can occur on a variety of surfaces ranging in angle, material and
specific parameters, all of which will greatly impact the next phase of the rockfall. If the
first impact is down slope on the cliff, then there is a high likelihood of bouncing
occurring from the rock surface. As is mostly observed at the White Canyon site, when
the first impact is on loose talus, then there is a very low likelihood of significant
movement past that point. Dorren (2003) noted that free fall generally occurred on
slopes exceeding 76 degrees, bouncing occurred on slopes below 70 degrees and rolling
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on slopes less than 45 degrees. Surface material has a substantial influence on the
movement and the mechanics of a rockfall: testing has been done to show this, and to
model the effect in rockfall simulations [(Asteriou et al., 2012),(Wang et al., 2014)].

1.6.4 MOVEMENT DOWN SLOPE
We have introduced two of the three mechanisms for rocks to travel down the slope if
the blocks are not airborne. The full list of possibilities is:
1) Rolling
2) Sliding
3) Bouncing

Figure 1-7: The three types of movement down a slope, 4a) bouncing, 4b) rolling, 4c) sliding

Generally a rock will be assumed to begin rolling if the mean slope angle is less than 45
degrees (Dorren, 2003), and will not again become airborne. Note that since slopes can
steepen it is possible that a rolling block can become airborne further downslope as a
result of slope geometry changes.
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A rock will begin to roll due to an increase in the angular momentum during impact
and the transfer of energy from translational to rotational. If a rock rotates quickly its
centre of gravity will travel in an almost straight path, depending on trajectory, where
only the point on the largest radius impacts the surface of the ground. This is in contrast
to the zig-zagged path of a slowly rotating rock where the details of the rocks shape
have a large influence on the path geometry. This straightening of the path of a fast
rotating rock is the most energy efficient way for the rock to move down the slope
(Erismann, 1986) and this conservation of energy leads to greater runout distances,
where the rock travels further from its starting location, potentially increasing the
number of elements at risk.
If the angle of the slope at the point of collision is on average steeper than 45 degrees
then we are more likely to see bouncing (Dorren, 2003) instead, where the block will
impact the slope and then become airborne again. We see this primarily in the vertical
and near vertical faces of the study area where a ledge or overhang of some sort
interrupts the vertical path and moves the falling block out further from the slope.
Sliding will occur in the same range of slope angles as rolling and is a matter of where
and how the falling block impacts the slope. The shape in this case and the way in
which the block falls is very important and so this may be largely a matter of chance.
This is also why we will typically model the same rockfall multiple times since there is
such a range of outcomes and we cannot accurately predict the range of possible
outcomes from a single event simulation. A rolling block will travel much further than a
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sliding block simply from a physics standpoint and the vastly different friction forces
acting on the blocks under these different movement regimes.

1.6.5 STOPPAGE
From an engineering standpoint, stoppage of the falling material is the most interesting
factor in the journey of a rockfall since this will dictate the mitigation that will be
implemented. Material stoppage can occur from either the gradual loss of energy due to
impacts on the slope, friction in the case of sliding, from a decrease in slope angle or
from a engineered protection device such as a shed or a fence. Many rockfalls on the
study area slopes stop on the slope itself and form talus slopes that in turn have their
own modes of movement down the slope and strongly influence later events. There are
also protection mesh fences in place that attempt to capture the falling rocks and limit
bouncing, safely guiding the rocks down the slope into catchment ditches intended to
collect them at specific sections along the slope.

1.7 ROCKFALL MITIGATION
Geotechnical engineers use a variety of different methods for mitigation, from rockfall
fences, to ditches, to berms, however in every case the design depends on the energy of
the rockfalls and the height of the moving material at that point along the slope.
In the case of the White Canyon study area, mitigation is in the form of rockfall sheds
(Figure 1-8); structures that are designed to effectively extend the slope over the
railway. This allows rockfalls to easily pass over the structure in question. In this case
we do not need to worry about the height of moving material, though energy is still a
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concern, since high energy rockfalls, travelling perpendicular to the surface, could
puncture the shed. We also now care more about volume as it’s own measure, since
these sheds could fill with material and lose their effectiveness. In other words, we may
wish to use a model both to look at the energy of moving material and the accumulation
zones for material that stops.

Figure 1-8: Rock sheds used for rockfall mitigation in the eastern section of the White Canyon. From
left to right: left - a steel roofed, wooden shed designed to be at the angle of repose, middle - a concrete
arch structure designed for talus to fill in between the wingwalls and create a slope at angle of repose,
and right – similar to left hand shed but with a shallower roof angle.

The role of modelling is straightforward. We want to produce a model that we can use
to determine the best location for mitigation and what mitigation will be sufficient. We
want to have a model that will indicate where the most cost effective area would be to
place mitigation given site access constraints. The lower the required energy that we
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need to protect against and the shorter we can build a structure, the less expensive the
overall cost will be.
Mitigation can in theory occur at any place on the slope and so influence all parts of the
previously mentioned rockfall behaviour. If there is access to the slope and there is a
good degree of confidence that the source rock location is known, then mitigation can
be applied to the slope before the stage of rockfall detachment. If it is safe to do so, this
can mean deliberately causing the rockfall through scaling, to remove the source and
reduce the probability of failure. This could also be an act of increasing the resisting
forces on the rock so that it doesn’t progress into a rockfall, by adding support. This
often isn’t an option, as in our case, due to a lack of site access and because there are
sources everywhere within the 3km long White Canyon rock slope.

1.8 INFRASTRUCTURE
The infrastructure in the study area is limited to the railways traversing the base of the
slope, with trains travelling westbound on the canyon side (north side) of the river in
this location. The tracks here are the main infrastructure and we do not need to worry
about other structures such as houses or roads in this location. We will also ignore the
small probability that a rock hits a train while it is in motion along the railway. We
simply assume that if a rock passes over the railway at train height or lower, or stops on
the tracks, then warning will be given by the in place slide detector fences, and the
trains will be stopped before entering the area or will be going slow enough to stop
before hitting any obstacles on the track.
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There are currently six rock fall protection sheds in place in the White Canyon. In
addition, all track that is not protected by a tunnel or a rockfall protection shed is
equipped with slide detector fences (SDF). The fences comprise many wires stretched
horizontally between poles on the up-slope side of the track, spaced at 10 cm apart. If a
wire is broken by a falling rock, then the signal up-track is switched to give a slow
order, until that wire is fixed and the track is visually inspected. The fences work as to
their intended purpose, however there are often long periods of down time because
staff cannot repair the wires at night, or during rain or storms, which are the prime
times for triggering rockfalls. In addition, there may be false positives, when the wires
are broken by animals or ice falls, for example.
The objective of the modelling, in this context, is to provide an assessment of the
rockfall hazard, such that mitigation solutions can be located and designed effectively.
Once in place, additional mitigation is expected to result in significant savings in
operational costs by reducing the need for delays or track outages.

1.9 PROJECT OVERVIEW
This project is broken into two distinct phases, both based on extensive data collection
in the field area. First, we looked at the state of current rockfall modelling tools and
identified shortcomings in these tools. The size and complexity of the White Canyon
created challenges with rockfall modelling, due to difficulties with handling the
available data and generating models that were reflective of observed behaviour. This
led to the second phase, an investigation of using game engines to model rockfalls
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incorporating the wealth of data provided by the LiDAR scanning conducted on these
slopes.
First, we will review the data available for the White Canyon. We then address the use
of existing tools, with that data, to carry out simple analysis tasks, and provide a
commentary on where the tools are inadequate. Next we provide background on game
engines to set the stage for the design of new tools. We then summarize examples of
using the new tool to illustrate why the use of game engines to model rockfalls was,
overall, a success. Finally, a discussion of possible future work is provided.
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CHAPTER 2 - DATA
If we intend to run simulations on real slopes that offer any insight into mitigation, we
need to base those simulations on accurate data from those slopes. We need to know
how we are going to take information we need from the real world slope and place it
into our models. There are many aspects of the field setting that we need to capture
when we start to model rockfalls including the geometry of the slope, the location of
infrastructure, and some information about the material parameters of the surface
materials. These together constrain physics based simulation and consideration of
impacts.

2.1 TRACK LEVEL GEOLOGY DATA
Some parameters that we use for rockfall modelling can only be observed from track
level. Features such as the definition of the rock type, the density of the material, final
size of the fallen material and final shape of the material are all useful during the
modelling process. Although we commonly assume values, especially for density,
constraining the range of values of any variable with field observations can further our
understanding of the rockfall mechanics and scenarios for mitigation.
Shape is an important factor to be assessed because it can help us determine how
angular the simulated rockfall should be. Shape plays an important factor in how the
objects move during the simulation, as discussed later in Section 5.4. As discussed
earlier, a very angular shape traces a more random path than does a rounded shape as
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observed in the field and found in models. If we have any information about rock
shape, generally it is only about the shape of the initial and final blocks, and so there is
some information missing about the evolution of shape during an event. Once we have
some of the fundamental characteristics of the rockfall material we can move towards
understanding the slope, the rockfalls and the level of risks imposed on the existing
infrastructure.
Again, some of this data can only be acquired at the track level. Determining the final
shape of the material is inaccurate by remote means since only the portion of the object
in view can be assessed, and since there is no information about the depth extent of the
material. The safest way to acquire geological parameters of the rockfall source areas is
by testing the fallen rocks instead of removing or testing rocks in their origin location,
although this may result in underestimating the original strength of the rock.

2.2 SLOPE GEOLOGY DATA
We not only care about the geology of the fallen material but we also care about how
the geology changes over the slope face. For small outcrops and road-cuts, the geology
may be fairly uniform: the fallen material and the surface material are generally the
same in that one is uniquely derived from the other. If there is little talus on the surface
because of steep or new slopes we may simply need to observe the bedrock geology.
However, for our field area the geology changes quite dramatically throughout the face
and some areas are quite obscured by the structure and geometry of the slope. The
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actual geology of the surface was discussed earlier and we will use this information to
calibrate our models.
There are some aspects that are not adequately covered in regional scale geology maps
and studies. For instance, we are interested in sections of the face that are covered in
talus material, indicating a zone of different surface parameters and a potential area
where rockfalls stop. We are interested in where specifically the material changes to a
more resilient geological unit, forming more vertical faces on the slope. These features
are below the scale of interest for regional scale maps. We collect this additional data
from prior experience and knowing what to look for on the slope from extensive time
completing field studies. This is done by mapping specific features and collecting
samples when possible to help to narrow variables that we will use in the rockfall
modelling.
After completing field studies, we continue our analysis of the slope surface through
detailed photographs of the slope. Using a zoom lens (135 mm) on a full-frame DSLR
we collect a series of photographs from each scan site location and later stitch these
together to make high resolution panoramic images (a link to these photos useable as of
this writing is provided here: <http://www.gigapan.com/profiles/geomechanics>). These
photos allow us to examine the slope closely, and to determine the surface geology
using photo geology methods. In the case of the White Canyon there are the two
distinct primary bedrock units and two dyke types and these can be readily
distinguished using the combination of slope geometry and photo data. The surface is
also simple to classify either as a talus surface or as bedrock through visual inspection.
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2.3 INFRASTRUCTURE DATA
When we model rockfalls and assess the risk of a rockfall, the location of the element at
risk is going to play a major role in the planning of the mitigation. If the element at risk
is linear, as in our case, then building structures to pass rocks over is an acceptable
solution. However, if the element at risk was houses in a city then perhaps a different
mitigation strategy would be appropriate. We also need to know where current
mitigation infrastructure is located. Some mitigation structures are more easily
observed using the remote-sensing methods described next. Depending upon the
resolution of the data points, and vantage point, elements like rockfall fences or mesh
may be difficult to detect from remote sensing data. Knowing the location of these
features and their attributes is important for modelling rockfall mitigation solutions.

2.4 SLOPE DATA
The previous sections have given us an idea of the material that is going to be falling,
some information on what the material is falling on and the infrastructure that we
should be worried about, as well as the mitigation elements that may already be in
place. The last crucial component in the model is the geometry of the slope. Historically,
due to either the calculations being done by hand or the computing power being
limited, this resulted in simply using general angles of the slope. For instance, an
engineer might stand at the bottom of the slope and measure the angle to the top of the
slope. This gives an average angle for the entire slope. Sometimes this could be
subdivided into major sections where there was a clear change in the angle.
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From track level a common technique that has been used for rockfall analysis is the
Rockfall shadow zone (Toppe, 1987). This technique uses the angle from the apex of the
talus (the tallest part of the talus cone on the slope) to the furthest fallen block. This
allows one to include the anomalies or extreme events in the consideration of rockfalls.
The furthest fallen block is much more interesting than the “majority” of the blocks as it
only takes one outlier block to create a problem. To incorporate this, several current
rockfall models consider different probabilistic models. This permits the model to be
formulated to consider ranges of input parameters and results.
Since safety of personnel at track level is of concern, measurements can also be done
remotely, using Total Stations or a similar method to measure individual points on the
slope and create a rough outline for the slope. Any such measurement will have errors
due to atmospheric affects, and in terms of the slope model produced. The number of
measurements used to create the slope will be limited and so assumptions will be made
to fill in the slope geometry between the measured points. Knowing more about the
surface geology of the slope can limit the number of assumptions in the model. The two
dimensional methods also consider only a single profile line for the slope geometry,
typically a vertical cross-section from the top of the slope to the bottom. This is not very
useful when the slope is 3 km long and complex, as one or even many lines are not
representative of the entire slope. While this was considered sufficient in the past due to
other limitations in data collection and handling, with the introduction of new
technologies and more powerful computers there are better ways to collect and
compute this slope geometry information.
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We now come to one of the major aspects of work completed during this study. Clearly
one of the most important aspects of rockfall modelling is the inclusion of a detailed
slope geometry rather than an inaccurate and perhaps arbitrary profile. Especially in the
case of rockfalls and linear infrastructure, we need to apply engineering judgement to
select the sections of the corridor that do require mitigation solutions. We do not want
or need to build mitigation for the entire linear corridor. The capital costs for
installation of mitigation solutions must be justifiable based on the level of exposure to
the hazard. Often the slope will create natural funnels (as seen in Figure 1-8) that direct
the rockfall debris into specific areas along the track, in contrast to other sections where
the rock slope rises steeply adjacent to the track and from which rockfalls can be
generated over a substantial length of the track.
In order to understand the three dimensional effects of this complex slope, we need to
assess the detailed slope geometry quickly, accurately and safely. In the following
sections, we will cover a few of the main sources that are used for the collection of 3D
slope geometry data.

2.4.1 SLOPE GEOMETRY FROM DEMS
The simplest and easiest slope geometry data to “collect” is the Government-collected
Digital Elevation models (DEMs). These are collected using a variety of means, mostly
by analysis of air photos and more recently via the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission.
For Canada national coverage is available, with the best coverage providing 20 m
contours (0.75 arc second N-S and 0.75-3 arc second E-W, depending on geographic
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location). This data gives us an idea of the general shape of the terrain, but with a
resolution of 20 m at best (i.e. one data point every 20 m on the ground surface) we will
miss many of the details of the slope geometry and give terrain models which are
smoothed and interpolated. This amount of surface model detail does show major
surface expressions but does not include details that a cursory examination of field
photographs and mapping shows to be crucial, such as the subtle geometry changes on
the slope that affect rockfall and detailed geological changes on the slope surface. Since
the information is collected on a fixed resolution grid, it misses this important detail
and ends up averaging areas. For instance, roads in remote regions and railway
infrastructure are smaller than 20 m across and do not necessarily run parallel to the
grid of a DEM. That is not to say that information at this scale is not useful or important,
since large scale effects can still be seen, and can be used as a base from which to plan
and optimize future data collection. This data is also generally used in the first step in
modelling. In some instances, this may provide enough information with the collected
geology data to produce an adequate slope model. For the White Canyon, however, this
type of information is not useful: it averages spatial information and is too coarse to
provide an accurate modelling base (Figure 2-1). The White Canyon has very complex
geometry that does not lend itself well to the use of coarse raster information and a
detailed 3D model is required in this case.
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Figure 2-1: Different densities of data collection. The LiDAR grid is a 16 x 16 collection. Of course, the
public DEM grid is based on a horizontal spacing, making the issue of steep slope representation even
worse.

2.4.2 SLOPE GEOMETRY FROM LIDAR
Moving from the coarse national coverage of a DEM to a more detailed study, we come
to the main data type collected in this project. LiDAR is a technology that is able to
collect millions of point surface locations, with x, y and z coordinates, across a large
area. LiDAR operates by sending out a laser signal and either measuring the waveform
offset or in our case by measuring the time between the sent and received signal.
Knowing the speed of light we can determine the distance from the machine simply
1

with the equation 𝑐𝑐 ∙ 2 𝑡𝑡. Where c is the speed of light and t is the total time from sent to
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received. The position of the laser is changed with precise mirrors in the device.
Knowing the angles of these mirrors it can then be determined where the points are
located relative to each other. The processing of LiDAR point data is done internally in
the LiDAR device and with the associated software provided by the manufacturer.
LiDAR comes in many forms; placed on aircraft or helicopters we refer to it as Aerial
Laser Scanning (ALS). This type of data collection is very good for collecting the upper
slope of an area. However, like the DEMs collected from air photos, or data from space
based remote sensing, there is the issue of collecting an accurate representation of
vertical faces, as the laser is pointed down or at a slight angle (Figure 2-2).

Figure 2-2: A representation of the surface of the slope, which is collected with ALS. Steeper faces are
not gathered by the device though shallowest surfaces are collected.

An alternative is the use of Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS). In this case the laser is
pointed horizontally at the slope. This method is used extensively at the White Canyon
((e) in Figure 2-3), where the geometry of the valley opposite the slope of interest
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permits easy access for multiple scanning vantage points. This permits an increased
amount of data to be collected at a relatively low cost. This data provides us with a
detailed look at the lower slope and especially steep or vertical faces. It is less useful for
the upper sections of the slope which are farther from the scanner; depending on the
scanner specifications and slope geometry may not have the range to measure the
upper parts of the slope. The data density decreases with increasing distance from the
scanner, with the result that the spacing between data points is 0.04 m on the lower
sections of the slope and is 0.12 m on the upper sections of the slope.

Figure 2-3: A representation of TLS and the areas of the slope that are collected. Shallow areas are
occluded by the steeper faces on the slope. The available position on the slope also determines where
the scanner can be placed affecting the occlusion areas.

There are many considerations that come into play when designing a terrestrial
scanning plan [(Lato et al., 2014), (Kromer et al., 2015b)] for collecting data and the
density of data is affected by a number of factors [(Glenn et al., 2006), (Sohn and
Dowman, 2008), (Lato et al., 2014)]. In recent field work at the White Canyon we have
collected TLS data at approximately 10 cm average point spacing for the entire slope.
Because of the geometry of the slope there are still areas that are occluded from the TLS
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data. ALS data has been collected in the area, and we can combine these two data types
to create a complete and detailed full slope model with relatively few holes. The
presence and density of vegetation is an important consideration, because vegetation
introduces areas of occlusion by shading the slope surface from the LiDAR beam. In
some cases, the vegetation may be falsely represented as the surface itself. However due
to the arid climate of the field area and the high level of slope activity, the vegetation
does not have the ability to grow in volumes large enough to be of significant concern
in the White Canyon.

2.4.3 SLOPE GEOMETRY FROM PHOTOGRAMMETRY
Another method of slope geometry data collection is via photogrammetry.
Photogrammetry is the calculation of relative distance through matching of features
seen on high resolution coloured images and the difference between those features on
photos taken from different locations due to parallax in the images. It is done using
specialized software which requires photos with at least 60% overlap between them.
Photogrammetry comes with the unfortunate circumstance that the models that are
created are not scaled. In other applications of the technology, ground control points
with known coordinates are located in the field of view of the photos, and ideally are
determined and measured before the photos are taken. These ground control points
(GCPs) provide points with known coordinates to which the model can be scaled. For
our work in the White Canyon, the geometry scaling is accomplished by aligning points
on the photogrammetry models to corresponding points in the LiDAR models, since the
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LiDAR models are inherently scaled. The method of using known camera positions to
provide scale is also being used in the project, by collecting GPS measurements of the
camera position so that the difference in the photo origin can be included in the scaling
calculation.
Photogrammetry models do provide advantages over the LiDAR models. They are
inherently coloured points (being photo based) and the models can be built from
photographs taken obliquely from a helicopter flying over the site. No additional
special permission is required to fly a helicopter in the area. This is in contrast to aerial
LiDAR which does need specific permission and special requirements when equipment
is modified to be aimed obliquely from the air due to the effects that the high powered
laser can have when placed closer to the surface and not aimed vertically downward. So
long as the photos are taken with enough overlap, a “good enough” model can often be
produced, with acceptable models sometimes coming from cameras as simple as those
found on smartphones. This simple data collection process is in contrast to the ALS
models, where field techniques are complex and technology is specialized for the
collection and processing of the initial data.
The slope models that we collect from helicopter photogrammetry are similar to those
collected from ALS though with more information collected from the steeper slopes.
This is due to the oblique view of the camera towards the slope, and the fact that the
helicopter is moving vertically between horizontal flight paths, providing a range of
angles and images which are used to create the final slope model. An example of the
data collected is shown in Figure 2-4 below.
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Note that some training is required for all data collection techniques to ensure that
information is collected correctly with sufficient overlap and accuracy so that good and
complete models can be created. In addition, proper training in the processing software
is required in order to produce accurate and useable models.

Figure 2-4: Helicopter photogrammetry provides a much more complete model than LiDAR in many
cases. It is however not as accurate as LiDAR currently and is more expensive than TLS data collection.

2.4.4 PUTTING A SLOPE MODEL TOGETHER
From the methods discussed it is possible to assemble a complete slope geometry model
(Lato et al. 2014). The DEMs provide a wide scale, low resolution height model, TLS a
detailed lower slope model, ALS an upper slope model and Oblique Helicopter
Photogrammetry providing a good oblique view. When we combine these models with
geology, infrastructure and historical data, a good understanding of the slope emerges.
The model shows a slope that has been formed by previous rockfall and slope
movement processes; rockfall simulations should at least partially reproduce the same
general patterns.
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Figure 2-5: The different forms of data collection used in this study include a) satellite DEMs, b)
ground data collection, c) ALS, d) oblique helicopter photogrammetry, and e) TLS.

2.5 CHANGE MODELLING
We routinely re-scan the White Canyon slopes and so have multiple Lidar-based
models, over time. From these detailed slope models we can obtain information in
addition to the instantaneous slope geometry. By comparing models to one another, we
are able to locate areas of change, identifying areas that have gained material and areas
which have lost material. Using this we can infer some of the slope processes that have
occurred, although the accuracy of this process is limited by the accuracies of the slope
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models, both in terms of the data quality and the time elapsed between data collection
site visits.
This change detection is done through a method known as point-pair alignment. Two
models are aligned roughly by the user and then the model locates similar points and
fine-tunes the alignment of the models so that they are aligned as closely as possible.
The models can be made more accurate by removing areas of known change, since
these areas would alter the attempted alignment and make the model less accurate.
These areas are common in the White Canyon, such as the talus areas, where there is a
constant flux of material.
The change models are very dependent on the time frame between the two models. The
longer the time span between two models, the more change that will happen on the
slope and so processes that caused the change will be aggregated together. The change
model will then also only show general trends on the slope. In contrast, a time-span of a
few days to a week may capture an individual rockfall and could show the source area
and the corresponding deposition area. However, it is not practical to scan a slope in
this area on a continuous basis.
Reading change maps becomes very important as a method to calibrate the rockfall
models that we will produce. The change maps can show us source areas on the slope
as well as the average distance that a rock will travel down the slope. Starting and
ending volumes can provide an analog to the change in volume, or an indicator of the
size of the final blocks. Some scanning periods, and so slope models, were close enough
in time that we did observe individual rockfalls and these single rockfalls show volume
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loss at several points on the slope between the clear start point and end point (Figure 26). This loss is interpreted to be removal of rock due to the high energy impact of the
falling rock, creating a depression. This helps to narrow one of the more elusive
variables involved with rockfall modelling, specifically the coefficient of restitution
(COR), which characterizes the energy loss / conservation each time the rock impacts
the surface, and defines how the rock bounces down the slope and where it stops.

Figure 2-6: A change detection map on LiDAR data, showing the location of a small rockfall, an area of
loss on the slope and the area of accumulation lower on the slope.

2.6 MORE TOOLS, MORE SLOPE KNOWLEDGE
There a number of tools in addition to the ones that we have adopted for use in the
field. They can all add something to the knowledge of the slope. LiDAR is currently the
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best tool for collecting geometry. However, what is missing is a more detailed
examination of the geology of the slope. For the White Canyon it is not possible to
collect detailed on site geological identification due to the safety concerns associated
with being on a highly active rockfall slope above the railway track and a fast flowing
river. One of the tools with increasing use is hyperspectral imagery cameras [(Kruse et
al., 2003), (Rogge et al., 2014)]. These cameras capture more than the typical RGB
colours of a normal camera and by comparing the different wavelengths, particular
minerals and rock types can be isolated which can then be used to build a detailed
geological model of the area. This provides a more detailed geological model, and when
combined with the geometric model could provide a very good slope model on which
rockfall engineering could be completed, with these detailed slope divisions creating
different surface material parameters and rockfall source locations. As new technologies
become available and old ones are refined, the quality of the slope models and the ease
of data collection will improve. This enhances the need for rockfall simulation tools that
can use the available information.
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CHAPTER 3 - CURRENT ROCKFALL TOOLS
After collecting field information, we need to transfer the data into a tool for analysis
and use in rockfall simulations. In all cases this means converting the raw field
information into formats that the various programs can use. In terms of geometry we
need to really consider what we can do with the data collected. If we have collected
very detailed slope geometry models like high resolution LiDAR, then there is a high
likelihood that we have collected more information and data than we can functionally
handle as-is in some of our tools. In the next section we will outline the three primary
slope representation models and some specific examples of the models they produce.
We will also look more specifically at how the rockfall simulation models handle some
of the assumptions that are made when doing typical rockfall modelling, and the three
major problems that we have identified in the current state of rockfall modelling. The
flow of the process of rockfall modelling is shown in the flowchart below (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1: The two different inputs to a rockfall model (slope and block) and the expected results
from the model.

3.1 SLOPE MODELLING
Let us, for the following discussion, assume that the data available has been collected
via LiDAR, and is therefore a high-density point cloud. Rockfall modelling using these
points is very difficult. The points do not inherently have normals (perpendiculars)
associated with them, so that simulating an impact as a virtual rock “hitting” a single
point is lacking in much of the important information required to say how an impact
would really be affected by the slope that the point is located “on.” Slope modelling
from high density data capture is relatively new, arising from the current advances that
have been made in sensors and computing. Even considering modelling rockfalls on
something so detailed as a LiDAR point-cloud was unheard-of until recently. As a
result, we will first review the simpler forms of slope representation. The inadequacies
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of these, plus the availability of new data types, demonstrate the need for the new
simulations that this study introduces.

3.2 STAND ALONE ROCKFALL MODELLING TOOLS
A majority of the tools in the past can be considered to be stand-alone tools. The data
collected from the slope was essentially entered into these models in unedited form. We
have tested two of these tools: Rocfall (2000) by RocScience and the Colorado Rockfall
Simulation Program or CRSP (Andrew et al., 2012) by the Colorado Transportation
Research Board. These two tools are very different in their operation and as such the
following discussion is split into separate parts.

3.3 ROCFALL BY ROCSCIENCE
First, in discussing RocFall, we need to have a discussion on the nature of 2D slopes.
The remote sensing techniques discussed previously collect the geometry for the entire,
complex slope in three dimensions. However, historically, due in part to limitations in
computing and in collecting data representative of the detailed complex geometry,
rockfall simulation tools have been run in two dimensions. Examining how 2D slope
information is collected and the results of modelling processes on 2D profiles will reveal
the general limitations of this approach.

3.3.1 2D SLOPES
The simplest way to represent a slope is with a 2D cross-section. Either as an average of
a slope or as specific rockfall modelling lines, this means choosing profile lines that are
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judged by the engineer as being likely to contain rockfalls, or that are known from
observations of past rockfalls to be high frequency areas. These 2D sections can end up
being highly detailed, especially if they are based on LiDAR data that was collected at a
high density. Of course, in most historic cases this would be based on approximate
slope observation data or on a regional DEM as discussed earlier.
Slopes like the one shown in Figure 3-2 below immediately have a clear issue due to
their complexity. The modeller is selecting lines on a slope, which in our case is very
large, and simply hoping these lines encompass the line of action of any major problems
with the slope. These 2D lines, by definition, ignore the 3rd dimension. This is a problem
on our slope because there are numerous rock spires and other vertical features on the
slope. On a 2D section, these protrusions would stop the rocks and make the behaviour
along that line seem much safer. In reality, however, the rocks will simply bounce
around them. There are some ways to try to reduce the error generated by the use of a
2D section. For example, we could use classic GIS tools to find lines of steepest decent
down to the lowest point on the slope. However, if we are doing that type of analysis
we have already created a more sophisticated slope model, a 2.5 D slope representation,
wherein the section line deviates from cutting vertically through the slope.
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Figure 3-2: A section of the White Canyon showing two different styles of profile lines. The red purple
and black lines are drawn using judgement, the blue line following a watershed analysis steepest path
down the slope (note that it passes behind the spire shown, not over top of it).

3.4 ROCKFALL MODELLING ALONG PROFILE LINES
Now that we have covered the basics of how to represent a 2D slope in a model, there
are a few conditions that we need to understand when we start to talk about rockfall
modelling. The software that is used in rockfall modelling is based on the basic
principles of impact mechanics and the critical issue is how the software handles the
simulation of a block impacting the slope. This rockfall modelling has traditionally
hinged on the idea of using a value, called the coefficient of restitution (COR), in order
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to capture the block impact and loss of energy. This value is altered for the type of slope
material and other research has tried to quantify it in different ways (Heidenreich,
2004b). The COR value is estimated based on the type of surface and comparing it to
other surfaces which have been modeled or tested in the past. The values often are not
interchangeable and the values change depending on site, geological materials and
other factors in the rockfall. These discrepancies exist because the results are dependent
on the different tests that are conducted for finding each value. The coefficient of
restitution is also dependent on more than the slope surface. Other factors such as block
shape (Jones et al., 2000) will also have an effect on this value. For this reason, a global
value for a slope or slope type often is not accurate and multiple values are generally
used for the particular site in order to try and quantify the different geologies and
surface materials which may exist on the slope.
For much of 2D rockfall modelling this is the extent of the modelling effort. There are
considerations for the mass to calculate energy of the object and in most cases there is
some attempt to use different distributions for both the mass and restitution values
based on what is known about the slope, based on the size of the different rockfalls that
have occurred and the geological variation of the surface materials. Since we are not
certain of the restitution values and are even uncertain about the rock properties
themselves, and since assuming everything was uniform would not be wise, the
addition of a range of parameters sampled from within a known statistical distribution
of values allows the modeller to see more of the range of results and plan for the more
unlikely cases, which are often the most dangerous. There is consideration made for
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different shapes of the blocks in many models and emerging studies in rockfall
fragmentation (Wang & Tonon, 2011, Giacomini et al., 2009) may soon enter rockfall
models.

3.5 2D CASE STUDY
As mentioned before we have some control on the properties that we use for the
rockfall analysis. In essence, we have control over two major properties:
1. The slope surface.
2. The rockfall source zone and falling rock properties.
The surface contains both the slope geometry, mentioned earlier, and the surface
properties; by changing the properties along the slope we can make models that are
more representative of the actual in situ conditions. To design the slope for our case
study we first created a LiDAR model of the surface and then used this LiDAR model to
draw a cross section through the location where change detection analysis indicates a
rockfall occurred. Shown below (Figure 3-3) is the LiDAR model with the cross-section
line used for 2D modelling.
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Figure 3-3: 3D Lidar model showing rockfall characteristics and cross-section location, with lines
drawn on the LiDAR image showing an estimation of rockfall paths.

With this cross-section and our knowledge of the slope, we can create a representative
slope model and source zone (Figure 3-4) for use in RocFall (RocScience, 2015). Most
models need to be decimated to reduce the amount of data in order to run smoothly in
RocFall and this is this case with this model. The LiDAR data point density is simply
too high. The RocFall software does have a simplifying function within it, which
removes enough points in order to be computationally more stable. This was applied to
the data after the full resolution point cloud was introduced into the software.
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Figure 3-4: 2D RocFall model setup, showing the features of the slope. The sensor location collects data
about rockfalls passing through this line.

Three different surface materials are used in this model, and as discussed in the geology
section, this is sufficient for much of this slope. Here the parameters used for the model
are the default or recommend slope values generated by the program, except for the
case of the talus pile where representative values were used which mimic the
interaction that we see on this surface. In the case of the White Canyon the talus cones
at the bottom of the slope are very loose small material and the normal energy
conservation here has been observed to be very little, resulting in falling material being
captured and added to the material on these cones. The values for this area were
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lowered to mimic this behaviour as well as the behaviour of the ditch which was not
captured in this model. The table below provides the model parameters.
Table 3-1: Coefficient of Restitution values used in the model to represent the response of the rockfall
to impacting different surface materials.

Material

Normal
Coefficient
of
Restitution

Talus

0.32

Hard
Rock

0.35

Talus Pile

0.1

Distribution
Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)
Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)
Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)

Tangential
Coefficient
of
Restitution
0.8
0.85
0.7

Distribution

Friction
Angle

Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)
Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)
Normal
(Std. Dev. 0.04)

30
30
30

Restitution refers to the coefficient used to model the impact of a rock on the surface
and the way the model will handle the energy loss during this impact. There are two
different restitution values, both the normal restitution (perpendicular to the slope
surface) and the tangential restitution (parallel to the slope surface). In some cases, the
restitution value is reported in terms of energy (CORE), measuring the difference
between incoming and rebounding energies, and sometimes the values are in terms of
the velocity of the rocks (CORV). These values are not directly interchangeable and so
knowing what the program is using is an important distinction. RocFall also allows us
to input a distribution of the value in order to account for possible changing ground
conditions and the different ways that a rock may impact the surface which could
change the rebound characteristics. While there are many published values for
restitution and most programs come with predetermined values included, it should be
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noted that the most reliable way to model rockfalls in this manner is still through
validation of the model to observations of in-situ rockfalls (Heidenreich, 2004a). The
initial testing done with RocFall in the following discussion shows the outcome using
only the values for restitution provided by the software package.

Figure 3-5: Results of 2D rockfall modelling using default parameters in RocFall.

Thankfully, in this case we have some results that we can compare the rockfall
modelling to, to provide some validation. This allows us to determine appropriate
values of COR for this slope, and then apply this to other parts of the slope where a
rockfall has not yet occurred. A parametric analysis was completed, using different
slope parameters, to assess parameters that are most representative of the full slope at
this site. The different model outputs can be seen below.
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Figure 3-6: Modelling Results using different Coefficient of Restitution values (COR) in RocFall.

From these tests we determined that the best representation of the slope is using the 0.1
restitution value. This low restitution value is used because the surface material in the
White Canyon is predominantly loose talus and weak bedrock. These materials have
been observed to move during the rockfall events and this movement of the ground
material during impact could account for the very low restitution values. We know
from the LiDAR results that the distribution of the rockfall afterwards was mostly
contained at track level within the ditch. Unfortunately, we did not witness the rockfall
event to gather more detailed constraints. The time between scan times was very short
in this case (3 days), though it is possible that not all material in the ditch comes from
this single event, as the Canyon is a very active environment. The volume of the area of
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loss was 17.9 +/- 0.2 m3 and the area of gain, located in the ditch was 17.7 +/- 0.2 m3.
We do therefore expect to see most of the material at the bottom of the slope.
From this modelling we are able to obtain graphs of different datasets for the rockfall
modelling (height of bounce above slope, energy and velocity) as well as a graph of
distribution zones for each value. With the added inclusion of a sensor fence in the
model, we are able to collect the results of the model at a specific location. This allows
for the engineering evaluation of specific mitigation measures.
By plotting the distribution of the rockfalls throughout the model we can determine
where most of the rocks will end up, if a rockfall were to occur. In the instance where
you see a large bar at the right end of the graph, as shown below, this is due to rocks
leaving the simulation area: these are “collected” here. The most prominent stopping
location in this model is situated at metre 1. This would be the start of the tracks in our
model or potentially the ditch (ditch geometry is often not collected accurately in the
terrestrial LiDAR data due to occlusion of this data, as such it is possible that rocks
leaving the simulation were captured in this ditch). We use these results in conjunction
with the LiDAR change detection data to assess the best COR values to fit the model to
the observations.
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Figure 3-7: Distribution of rockfall results on the slope, depending upon the variable Coefficent of
Restitution values for the slope. Inset showing the different locations on the profile.

The second graph (Figure 3-8) shows the kinetic energy on the slope. We can use this
information as well as the height of bounce information in order to plan a mitigation
measure in the area. It is difficult to determine the “best” energy distribution since we
do not capture energy values in the LiDAR change detection and so do not have a direct
analogous. However, it is possible to look at trends in the graphs and relate those to
either the impact positions or how the rocks behaved. For instance, in the case of the
grey line shown in the graph below, we can infer that most of the blocks remained in
the air during the simulation (resulting in a relatively constant velocity and therefore
energy value). However, in the observed rockfall case, there was a very good
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correlation between rocks stopped at the bottom of the slope and the volume of the
rockfall, rocks lost most their energy before the end of the section, thus they may have
been stopped by the ditch in this location. The sudden drops are due to a velocity
decrease and are related to the impact on a ledge or surface. By looking at these trends,
we can get a better idea of how the rockfalls were modelled.
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Figure 3-8: Energy distribution on the slope for the different COR situations

3.5.1 2D MODELLING CONCLUSIONS
Through the 2D profile method we can plan specific rockfall modelling along a slope,
by selecting areas that are representative of conditions for sections of the slope. This
works for areas where we have observed rockfalls, and can therefore back-calculate
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representative restitution values. It is also a good method for locations where the slope
is simple, and we know where the rockfall is going to occur and travel. The outputs are
easy to read and the entire process is very simple to complete.
Without some kind of rockfall data for a site the coefficient of restitution is largely
unknown for the surface (although this issue is not limited to only 2D cases), with a
very wide range of values possible. There have been attempts to classify this range of
values: one accepted distribution of these domains from (Fornaro et al. 1990) as shown
by (Turner and Schuster, 2012) is provided below and illustrates this variation well.

Figure 3-9: Domains of three typical surface materials. From (Fornaro et al. 1990) as shown by (Turner
and Schuster, 2012).

From this, we can see that it would be very difficult to classify the normal coefficient of
restitution for a typical debris surface, since this value can span the entire range of
possible values. This makes larger scale modelling difficult as a single value cannot be
used entirely.
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2D rockfall modelling also presents an issue in the visualization of the rockfall results.
While RocFall does a good job of showing the results of the modelling along a single
profile line, it is difficult to combine these results into a meaningful and easy to read
environment when we need to look at multiple profile lines along a long section of
interest. In the case of the White Canyon environment, selecting representative
individual profile lines is nearly impossible since there are so many different rockfall
locations and possibilities along the slope. This, combined with the lack of ability to
visualize the data output makes this type of rockfall modelling impractical for the
specific site and for the section of rail in general, especially in the case of planning
mitigation locations, as there would be an inherent bias in the locations that are used for
the modelling.

3.6 TWO AND A HALF AND THREE DIMENSIONAL SLOPES
The most common form of 3D data representation and the one that most geoscientists
are familiar with is the raster representation of a slope. Rasters are a regional grid where
each grid cell holds values. This can be colour values for photos, or in our case a single
elevation value. This type of representation is what most downloadable DEMs are
stored as. One clear advantage of this form is that by simply adding a “sun” to the
image we can make a hillshade image. These show the 3D nature of the data in a way
that is obvious to the interpreter especially if they have some training in reading 3D
data or an understanding of surface processes. This is an example of how useful
software visualization can be.
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This is a representation of 2.5D data: each cell in a raster has a height. This is not 3D
data because the raster cell can only contain a single vertical value, and so overturned
surfaces cannot be handled. These grids give us the missing horizontal dimension for
slopes that we found to be a limitation in the 2D modelling, allowing full pathways
around objects to be modelled. Simply having a way to represent slope data, however,
does not solve the problem of how to model rockfalls on that data.
The logical progression of slope modelling is the inclusion of true 3D slopes. In a true
3D slope, we are no longer limited by the idea that an object can only have a single
vertical value. In other words, cliffs can be overhanging and cavities can exist. There are
a few rockfall programs that use 3D slopes [(Andrew et al., 2012), (Guzzetti et al., 2002)]
in modelling, though what we typically see now is the use of TIN modelling for
geospatial (2.5D) tools since it is easy to create and computationally easy to show.

3.6.1 MESHES AND TINS
TIN models are Triangulated Irregular Networks. These models connect the nearest
source data points to create a set of triangles. Parameters are set to limit the size of the
triangles and the internal angles, so as to avoid common problems created by very
small or narrow triangles. These allow us to make models where we can control the
level of detail in the TIN, depending on the area of interest, or due to variations in data
density across the area of interest. These types of models will be familiar to the general
user because they are used in 3D viewing tools such as Google Earth. There is also an
advantage over raster models because the TIN surfaces have a defined normal direction
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that is useful when modelling rockfall collisions with the surface. In many cases we are
using TIN models ourselves since there are few cases where a more complete 3D point
cloud model provides a clear advantage.

3.7 3D MODELLING OF ROCKFALLS: CASE STUDY USING ROCKYFOR3D
Several research groups have developed 3D rockfall models to expand beyond 2D line
models. In these models the coefficient of restitution is implemented in the calculations
of energy loss during impact events, however we are now adding a surface model
captured at high resolution. In a 3D rockfall model there is often the inclusion of an
impact parameter, separate from the restitution value. This parameter is intended to
change the angle of reflection of the object after impact, within a set range, to generate
movement away from a straight fall line down the slope. This factor is also used to
account for the smoothing of the terrain that is done by converting the data to a raster
model required by some of the programs.
In addition, there are other variables that might be included in the rockfall simulation.
For example, some rockfall simulation tools account for trees and forests and the effect
that they have on rockfalls (such as RockyFor3D, Dorren et al (2012)), others include a
measure of the roughness of the slope and how the varying surface materials affect the
bounce and energy of a rock (such as STONE, Guzzetti et al (2002)).

3.7.1 CASE STUDY
In this case example, we are using the same section of the White Canyon slope tested in
the RocFall simulation package. Using the LiDAR data we can make a raster model as
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described earlier. The main issue with this approach presents itself quickly. Here the
slope is vertical and so the finer details of the cliff face, which we obtained from the
LiDAR data, do not translate to this raster image. In addition to problems with
displaying the data, this also translates to a lack of data on the vertical face. Figure 3-10
below emphasizes the size of the study area and how modelling along a single line is
insufficient for the scale and complexity of the area we are looking at.

Figure 3-10: The small section of the slope on which the RockyFor3D model is going to be computed.
Located at CN Ashcroft Mile 94.3.

In the similar manner to the approach used in the 2D rockfall modelling simulation, we
define the different surfaces on the slope in terms of material parameters. This can be
done either visually by manually drawing boundaries around the different surfaces, or
there is the possibility to use the slope surface parameters to define different surface
types. Talus surfaces are at a lower angle than hard rock surfaces and so a simple slope
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rasterization with defined angles defining different sections can provide a promising
result for the surface. This automatic classification also allows for more detailed
characterization of the slope than when doing the classification by hand.

Figure 3-11: Slope classification example from the slope model of the LiDAR DEM.

Once we have completed the surface modelling and defined the rockfall initiation
location, we can model the results using the inputs required by the specific program.
For this modelling we are using RockyFor3D (Dorren, 2012), which models rockfalls on
surfaces and the effect of vegetation. In the White Canyon, the lack of vegetation makes
feature less important. The program includes 10 required input values as outlined in the
table below (Table 3-2). The majority of these parameters are known and easy to gather
from the data collected; only the particle size and surface roughness require more
specific analysis of the slope.
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Table 3-2: Data required for RockyFor3D modelling of rockfalls.

Value
dem
rockdensity
d1, d2, d3

blshape

rg70, rg20, rg10

soiltype

Description
The digital elevation
model used for modelling
The density of the rock
(kg.m3)
The dimensions of the
block (m)
The shape of the block
(four defined shapes,
including: rectangular
blocks, ellipsoidal block,
spherical block, disk
shaped blocks)
Slope roughness: height of
a representative obstacle
in 70%, 20% and 10% of
the cases
8 different soil type values
each with an associated
COR value/range (Table
3-3 Below)

How the data was obtained
The raster image generated from the
LiDAR data.
No specific density values were
known, so a value of 2300 was
assumed.
Based on the size of the rock at the
bottom of the slope.
The blocks in the area are very angular
so the rectangular block shape was
used

Photo analysis of the slope to
determine approximate values
A few iterations to compare the results
to the change detection recorded by
the LiDAR

RockeyFor3D uses algorithms to determine the rebound characteristics, specifically the
tangential coefficient of restitution. The different soil types which are available for
RockyFor3D are used within a normal distribution of parameter values. This is
combined with the diameter of the rock, the mass of the block and the impacting
velocity. These factors are used for the calculation developed by Picher et al. 2005.
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Table 3-3: Normal Restitution values used by RockyFor3D V5.1 (Dorren et al. 2012)

Soiltype General description of the
underground
0
River, or swamp, or material in which a
rock could penetrate completely
1
Fine soil material (depth > ~100 cm)
2
Fine soil material (depth < ~100 cm), or
sand/gravel mix in the valley
3
Scree (Ø < ~10 cm), or medium compact
soil with small rock fragments, or forest
road
4
Talus slope (Ø > ~10 cm), or compact
soil with large rock fragments
5
Bedrock with thin weathered material
or soil cover
6
Bedrock
7
Asphalt road

Mean Rn
value
0

Rn value range

0.23
0.28

0.21 - 0.25
0.25 - 0.31

0.33

0.30 - 0.36

0.38

0.34 - 0.42

0.43

0.39 - 0.47

0.53
0.35

0.48 - 0.58
0.32 - 0.39

0

The results that we get from the analysis are more diverse than from the 2D profile
model, such that the results are geospatial and each result has an x,y and z location in
space. In the case of this program, we are still limited to the pre-defined program
outputs, with no way to create specific output formats or values. If we limit the analysis
to the same parameters as discussed for the 2D case; namely the deposition locations
and the energies of the rockfalls (Figure 3-12), we can see that the results are different
than from the 2D model. The 3D nature of the slope allows different rockfall paths to be
taken and the energies predicted by the models are very different. The increased
difficulty of running these models, creating the correct input parameters and
determining the DEM resolution, makes running multiple simulations with differing
parameters more time consuming than the 2D models. It also is difficult to compare the
results from different model runs. In the 2D profile case we exported the output data
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into Excel to analyse and compare the results. The 2.5D model results can be examined
easily, in a GIS environment, with later analysis coming from the geospatial
applications or advanced geostatistics.

Figure 3-12: 2.5D modelling of a rockfall in at CN Ashcroft Mile 94.3

3.7.2 ROCKYFOR3D MODELLING CONCLUSIONS
From Figure 3-12 above it is clear that the modelling outputs are not ideal, the way in
which a 2.5D program displays data is limited, and completing more practical
engineering assessments using this data is made difficult by the display. There are of
course ways to use this data but you are limited to using applications that may be
unfamiliar. There is also the issue of limitations in the output data. A large swath of
different values and ranges of values for the 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles can be output,
however these are all provided in a single geospatial format and there is no alteration
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that can be made to how the data is given. Finally, there is the limitation of the model
inputs being forced into four categories for the rock shape, and eight categories for the
soil / rock type. Therefore, it can be concluded that the increased number of modelling
parameters allows for a more complete model at the expense of not being able to make
more finite adjustments to the surface parameters. The ability to use specialized
simulation tools that include the effect of vegetation as a potential barricade to the
rockfalls is a very useful feature. There are, however, some aspects where we believe
that the modelling experience and process can be improved.

3.8 MAIN PROBLEMS IN CURRENT ROCKFALL MODELS
There are a number of problems inherent in the methods discussed above. In general,
they are:
1. the use of coefficient of restitution values,
2. limits on data output visualization,
3. the treatment of simulations as a black box.
While current approaches are in use by practicing engineers, and have been rigorously
tested in many different applications, addressing these issues may significantly improve
how easily and accurately engineers can assess slopes. In order to solve these
“problems” we decided to work with game engines.

3.8.1 PROBLEM 1 - RESTITUTION
The first major problem is the concept of restitution. There has been a lot of effort put
into defining restitution values. It has been the main focus of much of past and ongoing
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work on rockfall models. The coefficient accounts mostly for the bouncing effect of a
block, giving a measure of the amount of energy retained by the rock after each impact
with the modelled slope. But, as stated earlier, this is not always what happens to the
rock involved in a rockfall. Experience in the field in the White Canyon, and LiDAR
change detection shows that a purely bouncing rock is uncommon at this site. The
restitution value made sense as an approximation when calculations were difficult and
time consuming and the supporting data was based on general observations, though
now with the exponential increase of available computing power and a similar increase
in data quality we may be able to move towards a more refined treatment of rock-slope
interaction. From the model results discussed earlier in this document, is clear that for
every slope our models must be calibrated to real case history observations to permit us
to select representative values in relation to the more detailed data that can be collected
at slopes. Is the coefficient of restitution the best value to be using and something that
we should hold onto as we move forward in rockfall modelling?

3.8.2 PROBLEM 2 - LIMITED DISPLAY
Working with these programs often requires learning about the modelling outputs and
how they are shown to you. Whether you are given data along lines that are hard to
export and Excel tables to merge, or given ASCII files to convert, there is very little
agreement on how to handle model result data and how we effectively can display it. It
would be preferred to be able to choose the data that we want and to display it in ways
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that make sense to someone who may not look at this type of information every day.
This is in part a data management problem and in part a visualization problem.
There is one idea in particular that is very useful to take from the modelling tools
examined, and that is to include virtual sensor lines. These are areas in the model that
are of prime interest such that we always want to collect information there. This is very
helpful since the sensor lines can be placed in locations where we will eventually install
mitigation to record data at that specific location. In more general terms, we ideally
need a tool that allows sophisticated visualizations that is developed in a way that may
include/allow significant modification of parameters and outputs for use in decision
support.

3.8.3 PROBLEM 3 - BLACK BOX
Finally, the issue of the black box. We ideally want to be able to change the rockfall
model to accomplish the specifics of the task that we are trying to address. There are
going to be approximations in every program and, especially with respect to the
geological setting, every site and test is going to be different. Having the ability to
modify the program (even in such a simple way as adding virtual sensors as discussed
above) in order to better suit the needs of the user is something that we would value
greatly. This is in part a question of having access to the simulation source code.
However, it is also a question of how the code is structured. How easy is the program to
understand by those who would want to tweak it? How much validation has gone into
the code? How well documented are the choices made in the simulation?
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3.9 ADDRESSING THE ISSUES AS A GAME
Using game engines is going to play a large role in addressing the issues presented. It
will provide a vessel that can be used in order to provide a program that can be
modified and understood without needing to know such details as how all aspects of
the engine itself works. The game engine is solidly engineered and well documented.
The ideal case would be where a tool being shared is an open source build so that
updates could occur naturally and systematically as new results are understood or new
ideas are implemented. As it is now, modellers are at the whim of companies or
academics to update the code for their respective programs and produce new models
with the specific functions required. In a field that is so varied and containing many
different problems, an open platform is ideal, and a solid foundation for this platform is
essential.

Now we have covered the basics of the data and the current rockfall modelling tools,
we will move into what we are going to be dealing with. We want a tool that can take
the high resolution slope models, the detailed geology information and the
infrastructure, and can produce a model that we can change, which produces results
that are tailored and that uses a newer method of slope impact modelling. Essentially
we want to play on and with the slopes, and in that vein we are going to be looking at
game engines and how they are going to be used in order to help us solve some of these
issues.
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CHAPTER 4 - GAME ENGINES
The premise of this project, as discussed above, is that three fundamental issues with
existing rockfall modelling tools need to be addressed in order for the state of practice
to move forward. We propose to use an off-the-shelf game engine to do this. The next
section focuses on the main idea of game engines and some of the core concepts behind
them. These are important in order to understand the reasoning behind why we chose
to use game engines in order to simulate rockfall environments. Here we will only
touch on parts of the game engine that help a geologist or geological engineer when
they are dealing with the tools either in use or, to a limited degree, in modifying them.
First, we address what a game engine is and why it might help address the issues of
restitution, visualization and simulation adaptability.

Figure 4-1: Rock above surface

In the above figure we see two things: a surface (terrain) and an object above that
terrain. In of itself this seems simple; however, to actually make this appear and operate
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within the computing system we need more than just data for the objects and a display
system. In addition, we could address the process of creating and displaying these
features specifically or generically. To support the idea of a re-useable environment, one
where nothing is static and everything can be replaced or changed, approaches that are
more general are needed. Practically this means that this environment can load one or
more objects and load one or more terrains rather than being hard-wired to a specific
dataset. The downside of more general environments, of course, is that they must
devote resources to being general, both in terms of software written and computing
power to run that software.
In terms of games and for our case 3D simulations of slopes there are five things that
make an immersive and complete scene:
1. space,
2. objects (including the terrain),
3. lights,
4. cameras and sound,
5. scripting.
The camera we use to simulate our eyes being in the scene. What we are seeing in a
traditional GIS environment is one where we lock the camera in a top down view. That
does not have to be the case in software: the camera can move under user control or be
fixed on any object. We may also choose to have multiple simultaneous cameras.
Lights help create a mood for the scene and create depth-of-field in the image. As in the
hillshades discussed earlier, we can interpret 3D information much better if there are
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shadows. The ability to control the exact positions and brightness of multiple virtual
light sources is crucial.
Sounds can be used to create more complete environments or to trigger your focus
within a scene on a different object or event; often these are used to highlight events
though they could also be used in an ambient setting.
Finally we must not forget the actual objects in the scene, first the terrain, the base that
we will place all objects on top of and use to simulate our 3D models, and lastly the
object such as a rockfall fence or falling rock. The object has a geometry, which can be
made of many parts and sub-objects, and may have textures and light maps to control
how the light interacts with them. More importantly any object can have behaviour,
either independently or interactively.
In fact, all of the cameras, the lights, the sound emitters, and the game objects will be
behaviour controlled. These components together allow us to build a world, but not
control it. Behaviours, from starting a simulation with adjustable parameters through to
placing virtual sensors, will all require interface inputs, and the simulation will produce
visible and stored outputs. This means that interactions (or randomness) can trigger
changes in behaviours. Collision is a simple example: the objects collide and modify
their paths based on physics. Similarly, an object may “report” its state when it collides,
by writing values to a file for later analysis. Finally, we might click on the terrain to
initiate a rockfall event.
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The space this happens in is simply defined by coordinates, and this is discussed below.
Scripting is the final element listed above: it is a mechanism within the engine to allow
simple programs to be attached to objects or the environment to control behaviour.
Game engines are generic tools meant to support the design of a variety of game types
and in particular, to provide a framework for hearing and viewing events happening
when many in-game objects interact. A tool that encompasses all of these features and
makes the use of them can be intuitive and simple, such that someone with limited
knowledge can use it and apply it to their own problems. If it is well designed, it will do
this without the introduction of many errors or misunderstood assumptions. We now
examine the features provided by the game engine in more detail.

4.1 GAMES ARE SPATIAL
Games are all spatial since one of the main points of a game is to create a world which
people can interact with. Game engines provide a spatial reference frame in which we
can create games and then apply them directly to the game after development. The
reference frame that is used in games is always arbitrary and so generally this means
that you would start at a 0, 0, 0 (x, y, z) position in a Cartesian reference frame and from
there you would create your game world. The size of an object is arbitrary, but for a
world to work the size relationships between different features need to be consistent.
The scripts that control behaviour will be expressed in terms of changes to these
coordinates, whether within a game object (as it, say, deforms), or between them.
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Our site data is embedded in various real world coordinate systems. Because of the
arbitrary game reference frame and its effect on the actual performance of the game we
need to come up with methods to spatially orient our games before we go through the
process of importing them. In many cases we already have a spatial reference frame
since we have gathered data which has its own reference frame: terrain without a
reference frame isn’t really terrain!

4.2 THIS IS NOT GIS
When thinking spatially it is easy, especially in the field of geology, to immediately
jump to the idea of a Geographic Information System (GIS), but this isn’t what we want
or what we get when using a game engine. GISs are used for sharing and organizing
specific spatial analysis data to solve certain kinds of spatial problems. They use data
structures oriented to 2d problem solving and are quite poor at handling time-based
phenomenon except as arbitrary time-slices. Simulations in GIS generally operate by
creating many intermediate datasets. This can lead to a massive number of new datasets
and repeating datasets. It also introduces problems with not knowing what the original
dataset truly was or what you are now using to do the analysis. Finally, at the moment
most GIS' are very poor at handling true 3d features, instead relying on 2.5d
representations as discussed in the previous chapter.
In contrast the game engine approach removes many of these limitations because the
game world is built directly on the raw data that we collected. Instead of using indirect
spatial analysis methods to approximate behaviour we are dealing directly with objects
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and behaviours. When we require new information from the models we can change the
behaviour of the objects or add a new behaviour to obtain the information we now
require. Similar to GIS applications we do need to still worry about optimizing
performance and interaction of the objects as more detailed objects may provide more
detailed information at the cost of computationally-unusable environments. The
disadvantage of this approach is that, if we have to examine a parameter in time, we
will need to tell the object to explicitly report it.

4.3 COORDINATES AND DATA IN GIS AND GAMES
We are dealing with the real-world coordinates that are common when collecting
spatial data in the field. They come with very large numbers as their x,y coordinates.
This is because these coordinate systems are associated with very large areas of the
Earth, sometimes covering the entire Earth. We can in theory deal with these very large
numbers, but when operations need to be completed on them such as scaling or any
matrix transformation the size of these numbers starts to have a dramatic effect on the
operational capabilities of the program. This is especially true since in most games the
coordinates are small and remain hidden. To fix this problem it is common to complete
a large transform (sometimes called a “huge transform”). What this does is simply
apply an equal transformation that in game space moves the object closer to the centre
of the game space. The simplest way to accomplish this is to find the smallest number in
the x,y,z in the real world and make that the new zero value. Any method that removes
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the regional component of coordinates will work. For example, any digit greater than
the 10,000s can be removed.
Another problem that we encountered in the game space and with the programs that
are used to make the terrain models is the difference in the programs assigning of the
“up” coordinate. To a terrain modeller it would be intuitive that the Z coordinate is the
“up” coordinate since the materials we were using before like air photos and maps can
be thought of as x,y grids. Not all programs use this convention and when the Y
coordinate is “up” you are required to rotate and move all the model inputs to match.
Although this should be a simple process there can be problems when attempting this.
Therefore, it is ideal that this step be completed before creating the test data and
moving the models to the game engines.
A final comment to be made is on the scale of objects. It is common to import objects at
their real scale from the real world to the game world. However, this may not be the
ideal case for the modelling that you want to complete. In terms of physics and
collisions in game engines it is better to keep the objects at a larger than real life scale as
to avoid the issues that come with very small objects and very small terrains. This may
make the virtualization of a process easier to compute and visualize. However,
remember that the values that now come from this simulation will also be scaled and
the forces directly output from the engine will no longer be the same, so a scalemodelling transformation will be needed.
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4.4 LIGHTS
In our modelling the lighting is provided by a virtual sun and our models happen
“outside” as we want to create models that mimic what we see in the field. We want to
see things as though we were seeing them in person. Light has a lot to do with this. As
we mentioned earlier the light helps to add depth to the image. To create lights in a
game we have multiple techniques. We can have self-illuminated objects who do not
react to a light source but instead are essentially their own light source. This should be
used for objects that are static or objects that you want to highlight. In many cases this
will look odd since it is not something that we would actually see in the real world for
natural objects. There is a range of point source lights, if you think of what we would
see in a real lighting set up, where we can control the location of the light, the intensity,
the colour and the “focus”. We can do all of these things with lights in games as well.
Each light will also affect whatever objects are within a set range, lighting the surfaces
and textures that are associated with them. In this study we are looking at simulating
the sun, and so we can use a single large light source in the place of the sun and of
course we are free to move it!
The hillshade images that are used in GIS use lighting techniques to simulate and
exaggerate the 3D look of a feature. They place a light source at a particular azimuth
and inclination and use the integration of that light with the terrain geometry to
calculate shadows. These images are then placed into the scene as their own layer. Since
the calculations are simple enough it is possible to do this interactively. When we start
thinking about a 3D dynamic situation we do need to consider the fact that objects are
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moving in the scene and so the light in the scene will always be changing. Game
engines support lighting of moving objects, since lighting is a major component of an
immersive environment. In modelling a slope, we only need to worry about the way
our objects (the terrain, the rocks, etc.) interact with the light in the game environment.
For the slope this can mean dealing with the different surfaces and adding texture maps
that mimic the defusing patterns of talus or we can rely on actually storing the more
detailed geometry to handle the defusing patterns in the slope. In the case of rockfall
modelling the ability to use basic textures such as colour photography and solidcoloured textures is sufficient. If we were to look at detailed representation of the fine
details of rock, such as those with reflectance, then we would want to consider the
effects of light and the use of multiple textures much more closely.

4.5 CAMERAS
Cameras are used to mimic the eye or eyes of the user. A camera in a game is
functionally very similar to that of a camera in the real world, since these two objects
are often used in conjunction when doing animations or computer generated imagery.
If the two types of cameras are designed in a similar way, the virtual one to exactly
mimic the real one, we can copy features over from a real one to virtual one and there is
the ability to easily cut back and forth between the two views (Paquette, 2014).
When considering the placement of the camera in the game environment there are a few
considerations to make. First, cameras do not have to be stationary and they can move
via behaviours attached to them, whether driven by the user or by events. A moving
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camera does allow for a more immersive environment, being able to see the many sides
of a model and the shapes that are associated with it, however it does add a level of
complexity for the user which can make the model more difficult to use (Gregory, 2014).
Instead of having a single moving camera there is also the option to include multiple
cameras and move between them where the views are set to specific areas of interest.
Multiple cameras are also something that needs to be considered when dealing with 3D
viewing platforms like virtual reality viewing devices: some game engines have this
feature built into the engine, but others require the developer to implement this on their
own.
Within the realm of cameras there is another aspect which makes these computing tools
more efficient. Since the camera is acting as the eye of the user, only the objects that are
within this view need to be considered when the rendering of the scene is done.
Rendering refers to all the computation necessary to take the current camera position,
objects and their textures, lights, and special effects and create an instantaneous view to
show the user. For smooth interaction this needs to be done at least 30 times a second.
The camera has a developer-defined area where the model is rendered; nothing outside
of this goes through the rendering process to be placed on the screen. As a result, the
program can efficiently use only the required computational resources. This can be
imagined simply as a frustum (a pyramid cut by two parallel planes). This shape results
because the screen we are showing them is normally a rectangle. Objects within this
frustum get rendered, while objects outside of it can be ignored in terms of light
mapping and graphics calculations. The figure below shows the simple overview of
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what the view frustum looks like and how it operates (Figure 4-2). Since the models we
will build are geometrically very complex, efficiency will be important.

Figure 4-2: An image showing an example of a view frustum and the resulting image that it would
create.

4.5.1 CAMERAS AND LOD
There is one other idea that needs to be included briefly in the discussion of cameras
and that is the idea of “level of detail” (LOD). In geology especially the idea of scale and
the amount of detail you need at different scales is not an abstract topic. Geologists
routinely think about significantly different scales of processes and data. In the same
way this is something that is considered when a camera views objects in a game engine.
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The detail of an object will have a great effect on the modelling ability of that object but
a more detailed object will also require significantly more intensive computing in order
to view. The way this is handled is different for different programs but if the object is
being viewed from a scale where the model can be treated as a simpler version this is
the ideal case, since a larger scale will include more of the objects details.

4.6 OBJECTS
Finally, with the understanding of how lights and cameras are treated the actual objects
can be placed into the scene. Recall that objects are defined using coordinates as
discussed earlier, and will have their own internal coordinate system. Objects are made
up of three parts: a geometry, a texture and scripts. Objects can be made of simpler, preexisting objects. With simple or compound objects we can create realistic looking objects
that interact with their environments.

4.6.1 GEOMETRY
The shape of objects is one of the most important aspects of the features that we are
modelling, and having control of it is something that will improve the modelling that
we attempt to do. The shape of an object is in the form of a polygonal mesh for the
features we will need. Shapes can be very simple, such as a cube, or can grow into very
complex and detailed shapes, such as rough-surfaced complex rocks. It is best to keep
shapes as simple as possible since when computational analysis done or views are
calculated, the simpler the shape the less computational resources are needed
[(Gregory, 2014), (Paquette, 2014)].
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A good example of object geometry is an object like a rockfall shed. To model a shed
one could make a single complex structure that is the shape of the shed. Alternatively,
breaking the shed into simple components like the walls and the roof may reduce the
computational load. Once the separate components are created they can then be
associated, this way general attributes can be assigned to the single object made of
many parts. This hierarchical structure, where the top layer or the parent object (the
overall shed) has many child objects (the parts of the shed) aligns very well with object
oriented programming where code is thought of as modules of behaviour and data
attached to objects. This is a concept that is used heavily in game engines.

4.6.2 TEXTURE
As briefly mentioned earlier, in visualization and game engines a texture is an image
that captures detail of an items visual appearance. With the lights, camera and
geometry, texture will give the last element needed to create visually appealing models.
Texture mapping is done by assigning the texture to the meshed objects by aligning and
wrapping the image around the geometry. While simple in concept this can be quite
difficult. The projection of a texture map to a geometry is not unlike assigning a
projection to a map in a GIS application. For simple objects like a cube the act of texture
mapping is relatively simple as it is not hard to understand what a cubic texture map
would look like. This is then assigned to the cube.
Texture is an important aspect of geological modelling. Much of visual understanding
in geology is based on the texture of an object and not on the shape of an object.
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Geologist have been trained to understand and draw conclusions from certain textures,
so including them in the model, while not adding a physical modelling difference will
add dramatic effect to the way a model is perceived. Figure 4-3 below shows an
instance of a slope untextured and one that is textured. Even with a limited
understanding of any other aspects it is clear how much the texture can add to an
object.

Figure 4-3: Two photogrammetry models, the left one is textured with color details from the photo,
and the right one is not

With respect to texturing objects that represent slopes there is an advantage to using
photogrammetric models. Outside of the game engine environment, programs that
develop 3D models from photographs have a colour associated with them innately. It is
easy to export these models with colour associated with the points. By exporting a
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correct texture map along with the geometry, we need only apply it when the model is
then imported into the game engine.
Texture is simply a visual aspect, like light. It would not be possible to complete this
work without the geometry and a game camera. However, not having lights and
textures does not affect the physical modelling process. It only affects the way in which
the user perceives the models. Since perception strongly influences understanding, this
is not a trivial issue.

4.7 FUNCTIONALITY
Without including the aspect of functionality there is no model. With the lights, camera,
geometry and texture we can create a visual model but the functionality is where the
prospect of a real competent model becomes a reality. Since the entire operation is
hierarchical scripts can exist at any one of these levels (shown below). For example
world events like the physics that we will later apply are at the highest level, existing
for all objects, which are children of the world. However other scripts such as the scripts
that are used to capture individual rockfall information are used individually on each
rock object. The scripts all directly affect the object they are attached to and they are
used to create the immersive and connected world. Anything that occurs in the model is
due to scripting and this will help solve the black box issue that was mentioned
previously since those scripts can be examined and modified: since we must specify all
but the most basic behaviour, our code essentially documents what we are doing in
models. With these five aspects: lighting, cameras, geometry, texture and scripting we
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have all the tools we need to create a visual and practical rockfall simulation
environment.

4.8 GAME ENGINE HISTORY
To have the previously mentioned functionality in an easy to use development
environment is why the use of game engines in this is so relevant to geotechnical
modelling. Game engines deal with all of these aspects in order to create visually
appealing and interactive games for the user. To understand why this is means to
understand some of the history of them, why they exist and how they came to be, what
they do, as well as some of the strengths of different game engines for different game.
After examining which we can delve more into the computing aspect of them and
further explore the advantages of game engines and how they will provide an
expandable and evolutionary platform to develop on.

4.8.1 WHY GAME ENGINES EXIST
The process of making games then is understood to be difficult due to the large amount
of work that needs to be done in order to simultaneously present and operate the
previously mentioned aspects of geometry, lighting, texturing, sound and behaviour.
There are also many more elements that go into video games, from interface handling
(keyboard commands for example) to network protocols (for playing with other
people). Early on in the development of video games the realization that some
components were similar throughout many video games and so might be reusable led
to the development of an underlying platform which could evolve with the video
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games and expedite the development process for subsequent projects. This originally
started with game companies using internal shared code. However, as computers
became more powerful and the game engines more complex producing game engines in
and of themselves became a more viable business model for companies (e.g. Unreal)
who started to license the game engine to other creators. Game engines contain the
detailed code and processes allowing the developer to lessen the amount of work that
needs to be done to make a “good” game that can be used on multiple platforms and
handling the low level programming that would be needed for some of the more
complex systems. We will use these game engines to incorporate the lights, cameras,
and object functionality so that we do not need to concern ourselves with the complex
details needed to make realistic camera simulations. This does raise the issue of whether
these underlying engines remain a black box as discussed earlier. This is discussed later.

4.9 BASIC SETUP
The basic premise of a game engine is that it is a modular system. It is a series of
different groups of code that all do very specific tasks. Combining these tasks makes the
game engine powerful. Not all the modules are specific to the game engine and some of
the modules that are used are developed specifically for other tasks and by other
people. For example, the physics engine within the game engine is a module that we
will use extensively. This module is used in many different game engines and was
developed as a stand-alone project, by a graphics company, NVIDIA. This modularity
allows for the inclusion of other modules as time progresses and new technologies are
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enhanced or developed. It also allows the incorporation of other systems which are
used in the 3D modelling environment such that importing our 3D models is easier.
While a simple concept, this modularity in the game engine leads to very complex uses
and applications, and it lessens the amount of project-specific coding, allowing more
detail to be placed on the development of the game instead.

4.9.1 GENRES
With game engines coming from specific games and game studios, game engines tend
to be focused on a certain type of game or genre of game. Different genres have
different focuses in terms of computing resource allocation, camera types and
environments and realism. For example, some of the most popular types of games
currently are “shooters”. These games need to deal well with heavy networking,
lessening the amount of lag in a game so that people can play fast paced games with
one another. As well as a large number of moving objects and collisions, knowing
where all players are located and shooting, with some games modelling each bullet
fired in the game. In contrast many modern racing simulation games have very little to
no network support and are only concerned with the moving cars with all other objects
being stationary. However, the details of the physics on the car and the parts of the car
(such as wheels on road/dirt/snow) is a very complex problem and requires a different
balance between having a realistic game and a fun game. When too much realism is
added into racing games players get frustrated due to the level of skill and precision
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required (Gregory, 2014). Game engines have not reached the point of perfect general
application.
Simulations in geology typically use general physics or general functions to simplify
complex and not well understood process, so some of the details in the genres do not
concern our simple simulations, but it is something that should be considered when
dealing with more nuanced pieces of the game engine.

4.9.2 ARCHITECTURE
In order for the game engine to remain in this modular state while still being easy to use
the specific developer is removed from dealing with the lower level of system coding.
What you work with in the coding environment is abstracted from the low level, and
the code the system provides is combined with the code you provide when the game is
compiled. The game engine not only makes the coding within it simple for us but it also
simplifies the process of including elements from other systems such as the models
created in other programs. The game engine does this by including 3rd Party SDKs.
Software development kits (SDKs) are a set of tools which allow the creation of
applications or interfaces to other programs: a set of modules that solve a related set of
tasks might comprise one SDK. This makes the game engine somewhat platform
independent while allowing access to the core system functionality and resources.

4.9.3 SDKS
3rd party SDKs are used to apply more complex and project-specific ideas to the game
engine. These are often developed to address needs which require more work and
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specialization than the overall game engine. Not all users of the engine will want these
modules and they are often externally developed. These tools have external funding
from the game engine, sometimes licensing their abilities to different game engines.
With external funding, they also have external development and testing, making the
programs more accurate and dependable than if just developed at minimal cost by the
game engine manufacturers..

4.9.4 PLATFORM INDEPENDENCE
Many games are created with the ability to be run on a variety of different platforms.
Popular gaming studios will develop games for most gaming consoles and desktop
computers. Mobile gaming is becoming a big market and to expose developers to the
largest market possible many large game engines use a platform independence layer.
Since there are differences when developing for a specific platform, even when using
the same programming code, the platform independence layer wraps this code and
abstracts it to make the development process for multiple uses easier. This allows a
single development that can be applied to multiple different platforms. This is
important because it provides the ability to apply the geological work to platforms that
are currently emerging, such as augmented reality (AR) headsets which could be very
useful in the field. It also provides a platform to make games for a mobile market and
provide the models that we create on a mobile platform for use anywhere.
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4.9.5 CORE SYSTEM
Core systems is what can be thought of as a set of basic operators in all video games and
furthermore any large scale application, such as rockfall simulations. These systems
include basic math operations, file input and output systems, random number
generators and sound and movie players. These core systems are included in the game
engine and are used frequently thought the development. The development of core
systems is so large that it requires a more detailed understanding of computer
programming: a good resource for interested parties is (Gregory, 2014).

4.10 GAME ENGINE RELEVANCE AND GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
A game engine provides the functionally for creating a multi-element system: one that
is spatial and visual, which supports interaction and functionality of objects, and where
there is texture and light. It also includes a robust and well tested physics engine which
we can utilize for our rockfall physics, as well as other integrated system functionality.
Because the entire system is platform independent, it is sharable across many devices.
The use of a game engine lends itself well to develop a geological engineering tool.
There are a few specific uses that make game engines useful for rockfall engineering
and that will now be explored in more detail. The first is the inherent spatial capacity of
a game engine. Geology is also spatial as a science and so the spatial abilities of game
engines is a very useful aspect. Second is the extensibility and as mentioned previously
the ability to interact with other tools in the overall geotechnical engineering workflow.
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Finally, there is the presence of a well tested physics engine, which helps us eliminate
the cruder approximations that are commonly done in geological modelling.

4.10.1 EXTENSIBLE ENVIRONMENTS
Game Engines separate a developer from the lower level computing aspects of
providing an interactive experience and provide an environment that isn’t tied to a
certain hardware setup or a specific language. In fact, many game engines have an
integrated development environment and an API which allows interfacing with the
engine directly, sending and receiving commands from them. This also allows the game
engines to have support for multiple languages in which they are written. From Python
to C#, this makes the ability for people to code within game engines accessible since
languages that are familiar to many users likely exist within the game engine.
There are advantages and disadvantages to using different languages, fundamentally
some provide access to styles of coding that cannot be mimicked efficiently in others.
Scripting, remember, is where we will specific how objects behave and where we will
build our interface. The ability to do scripting also provides the ability to choose what
we want to be dumped out of a simulation into an external document (typically a txt or
csv file).
This ability to change and add what we want to be exported makes the entire process of
using a tool very learning-oriented where we can go back and add new values to the
export or take away some when we learn new things from the data. The extensible and
assessable environment thus has many aspects that are very useful. It also firmly
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addresses one of our earlier three main concerns, the black box. By having this
environment that many people already understand and have tested, and that can be
relatively simply learned and which has significant documentation we largely eliminate
the issue of the black box: anyone can go 'under the hood' to see what is there and add
their own code to alter the program to their specific needs. In the case of many game
engine components the actual source code is available specifically to provide this
reassurance to users that they can see exactly how the system works.

4.10.2 PHYSICS
Now recall that game engines also incorporate 3rd party SDKs. One of these SDKs that
is of great interest to us is physics. Separate from game engines, physic engines are
developed by math and physics specialists, mainly to better represent physics in games.
They have been developed to maintain the performance of games and have been
rigorously tested to ensure a level of realism that keeps players immersed within the
games. Physics engines are usually developed by graphics processing unit (GPU)
companies and so are very well optimized for GPU performance.
The default physics engine in Unity and in Unreal is the Phys-X engine developed by
NVIDIA. Because it is the default engine for both of Unity and Unreal it has undergone
much public testing in a variety of different games and genres. In some of the more
physics heavy games such as racing games where the friction between moving tires and
different ground types is calculated instead of visually faked, scripting has been used to
increase the reliability of the simulations, adding to the base physics in the engine and
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complementing this to make more realistic models. Because NVIDIA is also one of the
largest producers of GPUs Phys-X also has the ability to work very well on offloading
calculations to the GPU. This is mainly something that we worry about with desktop
computers and is less relevant when dealing with mobile devices, however, there are
many companies (including NVIDIA) working on including GPU like capabilities into
mobile devices, a field which is very rapidly evolving. This means we may be able to
display computationally intensive tools on tablet computers in the near future. We are
also able to access the source code for Phys-X if there are additions or tweaks that need
to be made in order to produce a more realistic simulation.

4.11 SUMMARY
This brief overview of the technologies used in game engines, and how they produce a
useable and engaging environment, shows how they will be an asset to creating rockfall
models. By utilizing the physics engines in game engines and the modularity of the
systems we will be able to build a user friendly and expandable tool, exceeding the
expectations of visualizations in the current state of rockfall models.
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CHAPTER 5 - GAME ENGINES AND ROCKFALLS: EXPERIMENTS
AND

RESULTS

Our ultimate objective is to model rockfalls in ways that existing tools cannot and to
address the three limitations found in the currently available rockfall modelling tools
discussed in Chapter 3. The existing tools are limited miss several important features,
both in terms of geology and in terms of interactivity and visualization. In the area of
geology, they miss the following issues:
1. They are not 3D;
2. They do not allow for specific source zone design;
3. They use values such as the coefficient of restitution which need to be calibrated
against every slope.
In terms of visualization they:
1. are not 3D;
2. do not show what the simulation is doing live;
3. are not able/make it very difficult to run simulations on top of each other;

5.1 THE WISH LIST
From these issues we came up with a wish list of things that we would want to see in a
rockfall simulation package.
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•

The ability to visualize everything that happens during the simulation (see all the
rockfalls).

•

The ability to import our slopes easily from the field data collection tools and at a
full resolution.

•

The ability to see and to change the details surrounding the physics of rockfalls
during the simulation.

•

The ability to specify outputs of some or all the raw information and to capture
new data that may not have been thought of, or that the program wasn’t
originally designed to provide. This includes seamlessly moving that data to
other programs for analysis.

This was the wish list generated after using some of the more common rockfall
modelling tools as discussed in Chapter 2. We took this list and our, albeit limited,
knowledge of game engines to see if we could make a tool which would solve some of
the issues that we mentioned, while still being expandable so that it would not be
limited to only this list or to features that we managed to solve. In the end, the main
goal was to see if it was possible to model rockfalls at all within a game engine.
The first problem was to consider which game engine to use, of course noting that this
decision was current as of that time in a period where these systems are very rapidly
evolving.
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5.2 WHICH GAME ENGINE?
Any game engine that we would be willing to consider needs to fix the three problems
that we mentioned earlier:
1) restitution;
2) visualization;
3) black box;
which most game engines can address. We will now explore those topics in more detail
and explain why we chose to use Unity3D instead of one of the other currently available
game engines.

5.2.1 PROBLEM 3 (BLACK BOX)
As mentioned briefly in a few of the previous sections the problem of the black box is in
part solved with the introduction of the Unity Game Engine and its associated
components. Unity comes with a lot of documentation available and a large community
of active users ranging from professional game developers to hobbyists. This breadth of
user base also helps in the introduction and explanation of unfamiliar concepts with
many questions already having been asked and answered and others having entire
tutorials created for them. The program is not locked down; there is documentation
available to learn more about the software. There are other physics engines available
that are also open that could be used in place of PhysX if they are better suited for
rockfall physics simulations.
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The creation of our 3D slope models requires specialized tools. Unity allows us to add
in these models, and due to the inclusion of a general interface file format, we are able
to import most of our models from another program into Unity with ease. Not only can
we introduce our own models, but the language of a game engine allows for
extensibility outside of the program allowing us to make this interface between multiple
different programs more seamless. It also provides an option to include new
models/programs/modules as they become available. This reduces the delay between
the development of new ideas and the use of these ideas in a rockfall model.
Unity supports three programming languages; Boo (a python version), JavaScript and
C#. With these three languages it would be rare to find someone who has done any
amount of coding and has not been exposed to some variant of the three. For this
reason, code in Unity is often very familiar and is easy to pick up. This relatively
accessible code can then be shared and added onto for specific applications. It can be
easily updated and evoked into a different system as well, if desired. To summarize, in
Unity there is outstanding support for writing code in familiar languages and then
sharing it openly.

5.2.2 PROBLEM 2 (EFFECTIVE VISUALIZATION)
Computer games are inherently spatial and visual. Though a select few “games” exist
outside of this realm and are still considered to be games, we will assume that
everything we are talking about here is. By using a game engine, we move from the real
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world visuals to a world of visualization in the game engine. The game engine, as
closely as is possible, is a model of the real world environment.
We also want to extend the geometry model in some situations. In addition to being
able to build accurate shapes, we can also add texture and lighting to the shapes. As
geologists are trained to rapidly identify texture, adding this feature into the game
world adds another level of immersion and provides the added benefit of additional
visual detail that could help explain features or changes that are seen during the
modelling process. Features like erosion patterns and recent rockfall source zones are
easily detected by the change in colour (texture changes on the slope), and are much
harder to detect with just the geometry alone. A “real” game is an effective visualization
environment but we can easily extend this with other forms of data.
We are working to import real slopes and real rocks into what we want to consider to
be a “real” environment. Game engines, in general, allow us to achieve this. Unity
provides more flexibility than other game engines in some regards. The extensibility of
the platform permits us to use the data collected from in situ slopes. Since linking Unity
to other data sources is relatively easy, additional data sets can be incorporated, such as
the hyper-spectral imagery discussed earlier.
Another major advantage is that we have control over what Unity outputs. We can
easily export data, as discussed, but we can also develop new ways of looking at the
slope that involve virtual sensors, and link Unity to other tools that support data
visualization.
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5.2.3 PROBLEM 1 (RESTITUTION)
We are still using the restitution value within the physics engine. Restitution is a value
that is used in this physics simulation model as well to simulate the different types of
materials and the energy transfer within them. Again, as briefly mentioned earlier, this
physics engine, Phys-X, was developed separate from Unity by NVIDIA for use in
several games and game engines. It was developed in attempts to model real world
physics as closely as possible, making the games that use the engines as immersive as
possible. This includes things like behaviour during collisions. The energy loss in this
case is mostly due to friction and restitution. Like restitution in dedicated rockfall
models restitution in the physics engine is used to recreate some physical parameters
that we still do not fully understand or that we cannot currently model in simple form.
Ideally, as engines improve we will come closer to a pure physics based simulation,
where the geometry of the objects and the finite displacement of many objects causes
the most energy loss.
While it may seem like we are simply passing most of the heavy lifting away from
ourselves and onto another system (which we are… Unity), game engines in general
give us the ability to edit the effects and to make changes to the model if we so wish.
We can also live output the adjustment factors used in the models to examine the
development of the values throughout the model run. This gives us results that can be
compared to the current models being used in the industry. The simulations that we are
now dealing with are moving more and more away from the idea of the assumed
adjustment factors, and moving more towards simulating physically correct behaviour.
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5.2.4 OTHER HELPFUL CONSEQUENCES
In the game engine we are also gaining some other abilities “for free”. Some of these
features include:
• fragmentation,
• multiple cameras,
• the ability to monitor and log everything,
• interactivity during simulations,
• true high resolution 3D slopes.
Some of these features like fragmentation are currently being studied in the rockfall
modelling community (Wang and Tonon, 2011, Giacominiet al., 2009) and are slow to
make their way into current industry rockfall models. This functionality is not easy to
implement in a game engine but it is possible: games simulate similar fragmentation to
mimic explosions.
Multiple cameras can be useful for a number of reasons from emerging technologies
like VR and AR, which require dual cameras to mimic 3D environments, to simply
moving and changing the camera angles to see around objects and into other areas that
may contain information missing from the modeller’s viewpoint.
Monitoring is the main objective of running these simulations. In the end the goal of the
engineer using the tool is to help create a safer environment, and to do that we need a
range of types of information from the model, not just visualization. Game engines
allow us to export and log everything that happens in the model. They also provide the
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recursive ability to go back and look at what the models do and change them to output
different variables depending on what is learned, or needed, as modelling progresses.
The game engine permits an inherent level of interactivity added to the model: for
example, interactive source zoning. In the absence of change detection data, the
identification of the source zone for rocks that have already fallen can be done by
examining texture variations, or the results of change detection.
The major advantage of game engines is the ability to handle high resolution slope data
and a medium in which to interact with them. Game engines are getting better and
better at handling large models and they contain functions or the ability to handle the
Level of Detail (LOD) which is needed in our modelling and that we’d like to see from
the point of view of the types of data that we are collecting.

5.2.5 WHY UNITY IN PARTICULAR?
Up to this point, we have been talking about game engines in general, and in some
instances have referred to Unity explicitly. We have chosen Unity for a very simple
reason, it was the only free option at the time, and it was the software package with the
best documentation, was open source and that we thought would be the quickest to
learn. Other game engines are available that can handle certain aspects of the modelling
better. The Crysis engine for example would be much better at handling high-resolution
slopes and detailed textures, and Frostbite might be better for fragmentation modelling.
We have continued to use Unity throughout this project, even as other engines have
become open and low cost or free, because we have yet to run into a fundamental flaw
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or a compelling reason to change. In short, Unity does what we need it to do and it does
not create any major issues in the process.

5.2.6 WHAT ARE WE MISSING?
However, Unity is not perfect and there have been some issues encountered along the
way.
During this project computing moved away from 32-bit architecture and into 64bit. This
is an improvement for our project, because we are dealing with very, very large
simulations, including billions of vertices in some cases. 32-bit architectures cannot
handle arrays of this size: the maximum size of any storage structure in a 32-bit
architecture is set by the maximum integer that can be expressed in binary in 32 bits.
However, the full implementation of the 64-bit architecture is not fully complete and
there are some issues that stem from legacy 32-bit code.
The other issue is the transfer of data from the LiDAR and Photogrammetry software
directly into Unity. While Unity has a variety of supported formats, some data types we
use in fieldwork and subsequent data processing are not supported. In these cases an
intermediate step is required to convert the file formats, for example 3D Studio Max
(Autodesk, 1990) reducing the ease of transfer time and possibly changing the models
along the way in order to make them “work” in the supplemental program.

5.3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS - VISUALIZING ROCKFALLS
It became clear with very early game engine models that simple simulations of large
blocks on a slope with detailed geometry provided some very promising results. As
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can be seen below, we modelled a large block falling and the impact points of the block
on the slope were very similar to the LiDAR change detection results (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1: Basic physics simulation of an 18m3 block falling in the White Canyon (shown left),
compared to the LiDAR change detection for the rockfall event modelled (shown right), which
occurred between May 8, 2013 and May 11, 2013.
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5.3.1 REPRESENTING SLOPES: MESH VERSUS VOXEL
There are two options for creating slopes on which to model geological processes in 3D.
The first is, as mentioned in Section 3.6, is a TIN model where the 3D geometry is
created from the point file. This is done in an external program, generally Polyworks
(Polyworks, 2016), Cloud compare (Girardeau-Montaut, 2011) or Photoscan (Photoscan,
2010) (for photogrammetry), and then the mesh is exported in an appropriate format.
Through much testing, it was found that the ideal format for importing this data into
Unity is the Wavefront .obj or AutoDesk’s .dxf. These formats have the ability to store
texture information, maximizing the use of photogrammetry data in slope modelling.
With these types of 3D models we are presented with the type of polygonal models
common in most video games and used extensively in 3D visualization.
The other method of 3D slope modelling utilizes voxels. Made popular to the general
public by the game Minecraft (Persson, 2011) and common in medical 3D imaging
(Lorensen and Cline, 1987), voxels model 3D environments in a nested set-of-cubes
format. Using an equal sized grid similar to a raster, this format can be very efficient
computationally and maintains information in all locations. The use of voxels also
allows for the removal of another step in the LiDAR processing, as the voxels are made
from the point data. For geological modelling, voxels are a simple solution for adding
and removing blocks from the surface of a model. Since Voxels occupy all space in an
image, changing blocks only changes the information that is stored in that location.
Much of geological modelling is the process of changing the environment and this is
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much easier in a voxel world than in a 3D mesh. The reason that we did not end up
using voxels for rockfall modelling is because of the inherent 90-degree angles involved.
Below we have included a screen shot of the model of the voxel world for the White
Canyon slope. It is once again easy to add and remove blocks however, the creation of
rockfalls is not ideal because of the lack of angled surfaces. Thus, when the “rock”
impacts the surface it is always impacting a flat surface or the edge of the cube. When
we model on these types of surface there is a loss of information of the more fine scale
slope details, removing instances where blocks may fall diagonally down the surface of
the slope. Therefore, the decision was made to focus on mesh representations.

Figure 5-2: Voxel model created from LiDAR point clouds. The ball on the slope is simulating a
spherical rock (65 m3) falling down the slope, testing the abilities of the physics engine on the voxel
model.
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From this point on in the discussion, all rockfall meshes are in the .obj or .dxf format
with or without textures. For the purposes of our modelling we have not textured the
LiDAR models because it was not needed. Again, the texture creates a helpful
environment when choosing rockfall locations from sight. However, with the change
detection from the LiDAR data we do not yet need the textures for the slope models.

5.4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS - INTERACTIVITY
As mentioned previously, games are inherently interactive objects. To facilitate this
interactivity, we focussed on two primary inputs from the user; keyboard commands
and mouse commands. Because of the interactivity of game engines, some tools are
provided by the interface including buttons and text boxes that can be overlain on the
camera view so that they are always “in the scene”. A less elegant but functional
solution is the use of specific keyboard keys to modify the model run. For instance,
pressing the space bar while a model is running causes all blocks to delete and saves the
current object parameter values. Because the code is open and available to the modeller,
this can be changed, or a “help” document can be included listing all of the keyboard
commands.
The other user input that we have implemented and used extensively is the use of the
mouse pointer as a spawning location. Many geologists can simply point to a slope and
say that a rockfall is likely to occur from this location, based on prior knowledge of the
area and years of observation and training. The ability to click to create rockfalls on the
detailed slope model permits the field geologist to simulate rockfalls easily. There are
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many ways to implement this type of interactivity. The two that we have focused on
are:
1. instant creation, where a single click initiates a rockfall;
2. all at once, where the user clicks to show rockfall source zone locations and
subsequently runs an aggregate rockfall model.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each method. The first allows the user to
change the start position slightly as they observe the path of the modelled rockfalls. The
other method promotes the interaction of multiple rockfalls as they occur which is
important as there may be interactions with other blocks within the rockfall event.
This type of interaction utilizes a raycast which is available in the physics game engines.
By projecting a line from the centre location of the screen to the position of the pointer,
we can interact with any objects that intersect this line. In the case of “spawning” a
rockfall or creating a rockfall source zone location, we want to make sure that we are
interacting with the slope surface. To do this, special parameters called tags are used to
identify the slope surface. Without this definition, we would run the risk of spawning
rocks on top of other falling rocks or other game objects in the scene.

5.4.1 CREATING ROCKFALLS
After creating the slope, the creation of rockfalls is the next step for rockfall modelling.
The first consideration is the shape of the falling block. The shape of the falling rock has
an important effect on the rockfall model. Through the use of game engines we have the
ability to make virtually any shape of rockfall that exists. The simplest shape to build in
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the model is a cube, and so we utilize this shape extensively in our modelling. It also
more closely approximates the shape of rockfalls in the study area which tend to be
highly angular. With specific rockfalls where the source zone, block shape and size and
final stoppage point are known, it is possible to model the true shape which would
provide a more detailed approach to the resulting model. The following figure (5-3)
simply shows the difference between a spherical and a cubic rockfall model. Through
testing one can see the rolling action of a sphere contributing to a more direct path,
while the edges of the cube cause the block to move laterally, or bounce, while also
moving down slope. The edge effects on the path of the cube are clearly visible in the
recorded path of the rockfall. This simple experiment shows that a Unity model is
capable of accounting for shape. It reminds to be seen how accurate this approach is in
detail.
In order to account for different shapes a few steps need to be taken. To include
multiple shapes within a single model simulation, the code needs to account for the
different shapes. This can be done by determining the type of mesh that will be used to
simulate the physics. (The physics material of the object does not need to be the same as
the “shape” of the object). The physics engine will use a different parameter than the
visible mesh. This is useful in that if the model is too complex in terms of CPU load, the
shapes can be simplified and the collision detection (how objects know they are
touching in a game) can be made simpler. We therefore test the block upon initialization
to determine the collision mesh, making a note of it for later use. It is possible to make
the shapes while the program is running by setting the appropriate vertices and
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constructing the mesh within the simulation. However, it is simpler to make the shapes
before running the model. The shapes are then stored in an array of objects such that it
is easy to switch between the premade shapes. With the extensibility of Unity we can
make these shapes in other programs or export them from the LiDAR change detection
models. Again, it is worth noting that the simplest shape for the physics engine is a
cube. This is why the large scale models reported on in this thesis, where thousands of
blocks are simulated, are built based on cubic blocks.

Figure 5-3: The difference between the path followed by a spherical and cubic rockfall simulated in
Unity.

After the shape has been incorporated, the next consideration is the rockfall source
location. We have developed a large database of change detection maps for the White
Canyon, since 2012. As mentioned previously, these maps provide us with a good
knowledge of where rockfalls occur, and combined with the extensive photographs and
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field experience at the site, locating rockfall source zones becomes a simple task for us.
For investigation of new slopes we highly recommend some level of change detection in
addition to geological field work in order to approximate source locations.
An advantage of using the physics engine is the ability to model many falling blocks at
once. This allows the modelling of debris flow and rock avalanche type failures where
many rocks are interacting with one another. It is also a method that truly shows the
power of this type of tool. Rockfall simulations in the typical manner, where the
rockfalls do not interact with one another, is also possible. Physics layers determine
collisions in the physics engine and so having the rocks not interact is set simply via a
boolean (true/false). We have found that for the modelling of large-scale rockfalls it is
simplest to create an impenetrable temporary object (a dam) and then, either through a
user initiated command or a time based command, remove that object. This allows a
large number of “rocks” built behind it to fall freely down the slope. An example of this
type of modelling is shown below. This allows simple creation from the modeller’s
point of view, since detailed placement of individual rocks in a large multi-block
volume is very time consuming.
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Figure 5-4: Model showing the progression of a debris flow down the slope. First the blocks are
allowed to settle and then are released. A total of 2047 blocks were used, each with a volume of 0.008
m3.

The code written to develop this functionality requires waiting for the “rocks” to settle
before any geotechnical uses can be made. The information collected in the model while
the rocks are settling will provide strange results and when considered in the context of
the data collected over the whole simulation, there will be a delay for the collection of
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useless data. This is managed in one of two ways. The first is that we can test if the
block “isSleeping”. In this case, the physics engine makes objects static after they have
not moved for a defined period of time (which is user changeable). At this point, we can
then reset all the values in the rockfall, effectively deleting all previous data. The other
method is that we can set a timer on the objects, such that after a defined period the
values reset. These options can also be applied to the wall, deleting it after a set interval
instead of waiting for an user-inputted command.
When any of the commands (time based or user based) are triggered to delete the
“holding wall” the script runs another tag search, similar to the rockfall creation tool.
This tag search finds all the objects that are tagged with the “holding wall” tag and
passes that array of objects over. The program then loops through this array, deleting all
the objects in the scene. Once the wall is removed, the physics engine takes over and
moves the blocks down the slope. The holding wall commands are included in the
“Click to Create” script in the appendix. Note that since the shape of the wall is
arbitrary, any source zone that immediately disaggregates can be modeled as being part
of the containing wall.

5.4.2 PHYSICS PARAMETERS
The mass in PhysX and many physics engines is a relative mass. Therefore changing it
has little effect on the object, since the relative mass of the slope and of the rockfall are
the same, with the only difference being their shape and size. To handle different
surfaces like talus material or harder rock, we can adjust the “bounciness” of the object
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and the friction coefficients of the objects (both static and dynamic). Knowledge of real
rockfall events is important to permit calibration of these model parameters, so that the
values can be adjusted in order to match what is seen in the field. A good starting value
is the default “bounciness” of 0 to 0.3 and a dynamic and static friction value of 0.6.
These values have shown reasonable results for the White Canyon cases, and below you
can see the results that we obtain for different values of bounciness.

Figure 5-5: A cubic rockfall occurring in the same location, changing only the bounce parameter for
every test. The friction factor is set at 0.6 and a cubic shape of 1 m3 is modelled.
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This model shows the effect of changing this parameter. In the Canyon the surface is
primarily talus and the bounce height of rockfalls on the slope is very low. Rocks move
by rolling or sliding down the surface, if they travel down the surface at all. These
observations were made in the field and techniques capture this behaviour have yet to
be implemented in the modelling software.
With a restitution value of 1 all energy is conserved, and the rock bounces off the slope
in 3 steps, with pass heights over 10 metres, something we do not expect to see in a
rockfall in this area. Only once the restitution values start to get below 0.4 do the results
appear to be reasonable, in terms of number of impacts down the slope and the height
of the bounces.
In order to facilitate the use of the restitution value, we have created a function in the
script that we call “bounce value testing”. This permits the modeller to set a maximum
and a minimum value, as well as the increment of restitution values between model
runs, and the number of tests for each restitution value. The modeller can then click a
point on the slope, or provide the start location obtained through change modelling, to
initiate a rockfall at a known source zone location and the model will run through all
the values. They can then be compared to the field results. This function is detailed and
included in the “Click to Create” code in the appendix.
This restitution value is functionally the same as the one that is used in the current
rockfall modelling tools. There are other functions internally that determine when
restitution is used and with future work on the game engine, it is possible to implement
the physics of fracturing and the detailed energy loss from the interaction with the talus
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slope surface. As a result, it is expected that with additional case history validation, a
more refined set of parameters and slope creation methods for rockfall simulation may
be defined.

5.4.3 VISUALIZATION
Ease of visualization is one of the strong benefits of using a game engine. Although we
initially attempted to use a moveable camera in order to fully visualize the slope ended
up hindering the program usability far more than it helped. Having a few set cameras
with different view points which we can switch between creates a more approachable
and user friendly environment, while still encouraging experimentation, as shown in
Figure 5-6.
An advantage of using programs such as these in development mode is that you are not
limited by the constraints that may be introduced in the final program. There are some
fundamental issues that come along with this, however, as the code is exposed and it is
possible for the user to change something important, without understanding the
consequences this may have on the stability and reliability of the model. Most of the
visualization and experimentation completed for this study remained within the realm
of the development environment. The final models were only exported when a
significant increase in performance was required or for showing the model results to
others. For most instances, it is preferable to remain in the development environment so
that the operator has full control of the situation.
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Figure 5-6: Four different views of the same rockfall simulation, demonstrating the use of different
fixed camera viewpoints within the game engine world. This model includes 287 blocks, of cubic
shape, and 0.064 m3 size. In the model, restitution was set to 0.2, and friction to 0.6.

Another method for sharing the models, instead of sending the “game” to others, is the
use of video capture to show the model. This also allows the user to focus on important
aspects to show the intended recipient. Because video sharing is very important, the
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question arises of using an animation studio instead of a game engine. Although many
animation tools have integrated physics engines and are much better suited for the
display of videos, they do not contain the same scripting power as a game engine.

5.5 GAME ENGINE MODEL INTERACTIVITY
In the previous sections, we have discussed briefly how game engines provide a
medium to make the code more accessible to the modeller. We then demonstrated that
the tools built on these make interacting with slopes more accessible to the modeller. In
the following sections, we will look some of the implementations we have used to make
rockfall modelling results accessible and data collection transparent.

5.5.1 SAVING INFORMATION
Since Unity and all other game engines are object-oriented languages, we need to
associate any code that we run with a specific object. In our case, this means that there is
a script associated with each “rock”. The information about each rock is saved
internally until the object is determined to be at the end of its life, either by a user
command or other automated command. At that point, the information is saved to the
singleton master object and the rockfall object is destroyed. The objects are destroyed,
instead of keeping them on the slope, since this frees up computing resources in order
to run the simulation smoothly throughout the entire process. PhysX does have a
collision limit of 65535 interaction objects for each 'actor' (the slope being a single actor).
There are some instances, such as modelling the interaction between blocks and
previously fallen blocks that have fallen on the slope, where the retention of blocks on
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the slope is desired, In this case, when an object stops, it becomes inactive meaning that
the physics engine stores the detailed collision information in a cache instead of
recalculating it in each frame. However, the engine still compares this object with other
moving objects, slowing down the physics calculations until it is removed.
Once the command to save occurs, two things must happen. The first step is that we
check to make sure that the information from all the objects has been passed to our
“master” object. The master object is a singleton object, meaning that there is only one at
all times; it is also where all the main commands occur. When an individual block is
destroyed or the data is deemed complete for that object, the object sends all of its
information to this master object. The data is stored here and subsequently exported to
an external document. In the interest of open data and making the data easy to read, we
have chosen to export all the information as a .csv file. These files are easy to write and
understand in the code, allowing the operator to change the desired inputs simply
without needing a detailed knowledge of file formats. This is also an open file format,
meaning that most programs that accept tables of data will accept a .csv file. There are
some disadvantages with this, the primary one being that .csv files are slow to create
and export, causing the program to stall when exporting large files. They are also large
files, so big datasets can end up being very large files, into the GB range. However, with
the expandability of the code, if another file format is preferred, it could be easily
implemented, replacing the chosen .csv export format.
The script used for saving information in each block is included in the appendix as
“rockfall_datahandeler” and the singleton object is the “ClickToCreate”. To complete
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this task two other data formats were created so that the data could be transferred more
simply; this was not trivial and they can be seen at the bottom of the “ClickToCreate”
script.

5.5.2 WHEN TO SAVE DATA
In a game engine it is up to the developer to indicate the information that is useful, and
when to collect that information. One thing that we have found to be very useful is the
visualization of the rockfall trajectory lines on the 3D slope, as seen in Figure 5-6. This
method of visualization helps to show the paths that rockfalls are taking without
needing to handle the information outside of the program. It provides a live indication
of the data from the run, permitting the user to alter the next set of tests to respond to
the observations from the first.
Outside of the visualization aspects, we save information in two states. The first is
during a time interval. This is the same method that we use for the path saving, where
at a defined interval, the location of each block is saved in addition to other required
data. We complete this in the FixedUpdate method. In Unity there are two methods that
are called periodically, the first is Update. Update is called whenever the frame (the
image on the screen) is redrawn. The other method is FixedUpdate; FixedUpdate is
called for every physics calculation. Since the values we want to record and evaluate are
tied to the physics of the rock, we complete all of the data calls within FixedUpdate. The
advantage of using this time-based type of data saving is that it contains the pass height
information. If data were collected on the collisions only, it would not capture the
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information as the rocks passed through the air. To collect the height above the slope, a
vertical line is drawn from the rock down to the slope. This is important information to
consider and the only other way to capture it is to use vertical sensor fences as we
discuss later.
The information that we capture is on the object collisions. This provides additional
information regarding which object the rock collides with, and for debris flows this can
show some velocity difference when there are rock collisions versus slope collisions.
With both of these formats we run the risk of collecting too much information. We have
found that an interval of 0.2 seconds between data collection events provides a smooth
line for viewing and maintaining computational stability. For collisions we only collect
information at the time of the initial impact. Three different call functions can be
utilized when working with collisions:
1. OnCollisionEnter - operates when the collision occurs and only once for each
collision.
2. OnCollisionStay - operates throughout the full duration of the collision. As long
as two objects are colliding this is being called.
3. OnCollisionExit - like OnCollisionEnter this is called once when the objects stop
colliding.
We have not used OnCollisionExit for any calculations as of yet. Though intuitively it
would seem that this would provide the ideal solution to mimic restitution, the exit
command may be called well after the enter command. In contrast restitution is the
difference between the impact and the immediate following energy. To calculate
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restitution we use a slight time delay so that if the object starts rolling we can still see
the energy difference.

5.5.3 INTERACTIVE SENSORS
A feature seen in almost all rockfall modelling programs is the ability to include specific
linear areas to collect data. This is done so that the modeller can collect information
required for design of mitigation solutions at specific locations on the slope.
There are two ways to implement this type of feature. The first is that sensors are
modelled as solid objects. When a rock impacts the fence the rock stops. If many rocks
are falling then a buildup may occur behind the fence. With this method, it is also
possible to include a function that removes the wall at a specific energy level. This
permits us to more closely model the response of the mitigation solution to the rockfall
events expected. The removal of the fence can be tied to either a specific single energy
threshold; where a rock with an energy equal to or exceeding this threshold deletes the
fence. Alternatively, the cumulative energy of the rockfalls can be considered, whereby
multiple rocks add their energy to the fence, and again at a specific threshold the fence
is deleted.
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Figure 5-7: Left showing the sensor fences and right showing the solid fences. Modelled on LiDAR
data in the White Canyon with 1000+ 0.008 m3 cube blocks to simulate talus movement.

The other method that we use is the implementation of sensor fences. To do this we can
use the objects as “triggers”. In this way, the fence will still indicate to the physics
engine when an impact occurs, but the physics calculations will not be done for the rock
in question; it will pass through the object unhindered. This is a good method for the
implementation of sensors when multiple rockfalls are being tested, since in many cases
we do not want the initial rockfalls to affect the following rockfalls from the same
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location. We use these sensor fences to indicate rockfall positions in the data and
provide a means to isolate all of this information quickly.

5.5.4 VISUALIZATION REVISITED
With the information saved we can now apply that information to the model and
display it to the user. We have tried to replicate what most other rockfall simulation
programs do. As an example, lines are displayed to show where each rock travelled
along the slope. To do this, the program “piggy backs” on top of the other saved
information. Whenever there is a time step or collision operation where the program is
saving information for other data purposes, the location is saved again in another
separate list. This list stores only the position vectors for that rock and when the rock is
destroyed (either due to leaving the slope, user button press, or time-out) those
positions are used to make a line just before the object is removed. This way the
information is not saved when the object is destroyed, only the line is saved, lessening
the amount of information that we store in the program at one time.
The model below was generated using a photogrammetry dataset of the canyon and
shows the slope at Mile 94.4. East of this location near the railway cut visible in the two
inset images, was the location of a major failure in 2013 that closed the track for several
hours. We have chosen this area for an initial test of a large volume, small rock test
because we know how a rockfall should behave in this area from seeing this failure and
observing photos taken at this time (Figure 5-8 Below).
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Figure 5-8: Photo taken of a failure which occurred in 2013. The size of the failure was approximately
2600 m3. The small size of the final failed blocks can be seen in this image.

The simulated rockfall starts protruding from the slope more than would be expected in
reality to keep the setup simple and so that the initial volume is easily visible. This
initial setup also allows us to create reusable multi-block setups, instead of creating
large scale blocks which follow the topography of the slope. The rockfall then behaves
close to what we expect to see in the field from our limited observations of rockfalls in
this area and from the change detection. The rocks breakup and stop in the ditch below,
forming a cone as the later rockfalls build up behind it. There are a few outliers as well,
two rocks stop where the tracks are located and one passes through the area and stops
on the slope below the track. All of the rocks except one follow the same path or general
area down to the track level, with a few stopping up on the slope where there is talus
accumulation. Only one object follows a different path (visible in the after image) and
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travels more eastward than the others, rejoining at the tracks because of the funnel like
nature of the bottom of the slope.

Figure 5-9: Simulating a rockfall occurring in the west of the White Canyon. Inset are images of before
and after the simulation has completed. The purple lines show the pathway that each individual rock
took.

Beyond showing the power of the visualization of lines on the slope, this model also
shows the current strength of the ditch mitigation currently in place in the canyon. So
long as the ditch is able to capture the first set of rockfalls and form the start of the cone,
very few other rocks pass on the tracks. It is for this reason that track maintenance
personnel regularly clear the ditches in order to maintain their usefulness. In an attempt
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to demonstrate this we have simulated a set of failures from the same location showing
the build-up of material that happens on the slope and in the ditch as time progresses.
By the fourth failure event, material is spilling over the ditch and moving onto the
tracks. The talus material on the slope is also moving more and threatens movement
further down the slope.
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Figure 5-10: A series of rockfall failure events showing the filling of the ditch and the deposition of
talus material. The model includes 287 blocks in each simulation, of cubic shape and 0.064 m3 size.

5.5.5 VISUALIZATION REIMAGINED
With all of the information stored within the model itself, there is the possibility to keep
the simulation tools completely closed and display only the attributes in Unity. This is
possible and could provide a more interactive environment, if implemented correctly.
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However, in order to keep the system open, we have decided to move the data outside
of the current program and work with it inside other programs specialized for handling
large data sets. The program that we have opted for is called Tableau (Chabot et al.,
2003), a “big data” visualization and decision support tool. Because of the large amount
of information we are working with, we cannot use the more typical approach of
analyzing the data cell-by-cell or point by point. We want something that will help
aggregate the data and provide a comprehensive overview of what is available within
it. Along this theme, we also want a tool that we can use to make the changes quickly,
effectively allowing us to experiment with the data quickly so that new information can
be discovered or uncovered that we would not be able to find otherwise, if we were to
remain in a closed platform.
An example of using Tableau to show information is from a rockfall observed in the
canyon in 2013. Located around Mile 94.3 this 18 m3 rockfall occurred between May 8th
and 11th in 2013 from a height of 41.3 m. Figure 5-11 below shows the location of the
rockfall as well as the surrounding infrastructure. Using this information and the
LiDAR change detection (also in Figure 5-11) we hoped to calibrate the simulation to
match the activity of this rockfall.
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Figure 5-11: Location of 18 m3 rockfall at Mile 94.3 and associated LiDAR change detection image.

The simulation was completed by holding the volume of blocks behind a temporary
wall before releasing them on the slope. This is thought to be a more realistic simulation
of the rockfall event than the single large block shown previously in Figure 5-1. Data
was collected every 0.2 seconds during the simulation as well as during collisions (data
available in Appendix A.ii). The data was captured and moved to Tableau.
To visualize this data we used the y position (vertical axis) of the block as the y-axis and
energy as the x-axis. This provides an aggregate of all of the rockfall information at all y
positions. Since the rockfall remained in generally the same area we can apply the
results of the simulation to the slope as a whole. Figure 5-12 below shows the
information plotted on the graph as well as a cross-section of the slope at Mile 94.3
taken from the LiDAR along side for reference. The information is then coloured by
pass height above the slope. As the line becomes more red, it indicates that the blocks
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are further away from the slope. There are a few areas where the velocity increases in
addition to the height and these would indicate areas of average free fall for the blocks.
In general, the graph shows an increase in the energy as the rocks move down the slope
and therefore down the y axis. The rockfall in this case initiated on a vertical surface
(seen in the LiDAR cross-section) and so one would expect an increase in energy until
the rock reaches the bottom, which is what the graph shows. This is important
information for designing mitigation for the slope. The optimal location to place the
mitigation would be where there is a drop in the energy and a decrease in the pass
height. If these can both be reduced through selection of a different site, then the cost of
mitigation can also be reduced. We have marked the potential location for mitigation on
the graph and on the LiDAR cross-section below. The position of the fence on the slope
must be considered to ensure that the structure can realistically be built and
maintained.
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Figure 5-12: Rockfall information collected from a Unity simulation compared to the cross-section of
the slope taken from the LiDAR data. The simulation involves 280 blocks, of cubic shape and 0.064 m3
volume. Potential location for the installation of mitigation is placed where the lowest pass height and
energy values occur.

The issue with this display of the information is that it is now in 2 dimensions. To help
this situation, the location of the potential mitigation can be shown on the 3D slope
surface (seen below in Figure 5-13). Once again, the power in this tool is not all
contained within Unity, but rather is realized when it is coupled to work with other
tools that have been optimized for different purposes. The 3D slope shows that the
location we have chosen is on one of the shelves on the slope. Here many rocks are
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impacting the slope, losing energy and reducing the bounce height of the rock above the
slope.

Figure 5-13: The slope at Mile 94.3 in White Canyon, visualized in 3D, showing the location of a
rockfall fence placed in the optimal position with respect to rockfall energy and bounce height.

The strength with this modelling approach is lacking in many geological engineering
models. By combining a strong visualization platform like Tableau with a fast and
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interactive modelling platform like Unity, we can make quick decisions and make
changes in the models to assess the effect of parameter variation on the simulations.
Here we have no limits on the different outputs that we are given or in how we choose
to visualize them. We can even move away from the typical 2D visualization and go
entirely 3D, placing the data in a GIS environment to view very large simulations. There
is also an API within the Tableau program so this interaction between the two software
packages could be made even stronger, with outputs being immediately modelled and
compared with little to no intermediate steps during the simulation.
This ability to “play” with the data can lead to interactions or revelations that one could
not imagine otherwise and that will come naturally through experimentation.

5.5.6 SENSOR FENCE DATA
In addition to showing the entire slope and the rockfall information for all positions, we
can also show the information for a specific area. For this model we used a much larger
area, in order to show the usability in a multitude of situations and in other
circumstances. Using the available DEMs, a terrain model was created for the entire
slope. This was then used to simulate what would happen if a very large rock avalanche
occurred. This was in part to see how the model handled the larger objects, and to test
the use of sensor fences. The Canyon does not lend itself well to these types of
simulations since there are few places where a fence on the slope would be feasible and
rockfalls of this magnitude tend to stop on the talus slope before moving all the way to
the track.
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In the case presented, we collect all of the information during collisions and during
specific time-steps. Again, we have included this data for interest. To isolate the sensor
fence and show information for only this location, we utilize the tags of the collisions as
was discussed previously. This tag is available in the data and identifies the data points
to be analyzed in the software, as shown in Figure 5-14. As before, the y-axis is the
bounce height of the rock, however, now the x-axis is the x, z magnitude of the rock.
This is a measure of the rock from the origin point of the world and since we know the
fence is linear it provides an x position along the fence. Another way to accomplish this
would be to include the coordinates of the block in terms of the fence, or to store the
information directly in the fence.
The size of the circle is scaled with respect to the energy of the block and the colour is
related to the pass height, with red being higher above the slope. The slope has been
included in this diagram, in order to make the information clear.
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Figure 5-14: Position of the rocks as they pass through the sensor fence, plotted in Tableau. Larger
circles represent higher energy events, and blue to red indicates increasing height above the slope. The
model run is for 30 seconds, with 3071 blocks, of cubic shape and 0.064 m3 volume. Inset of location
relative to the White Canyon.

In this case, we can see that the majority of the blocks would be stopped by a 6m high
fence located in the gully. However, there are a few high energy rockfalls which would
pass over the fence in that position. In this case it may be more useful to use
information along the entirety of the simulation to analyze the slope further and
possibly locate a more suitable location in a different position on the slope. Keeping all
the information and only tagging the location of the fence is optimal, we do not need to
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go back and re-simulate the process. All of the data to do multiple position tests is
stored within the set already and can be filtered in different ways to determine different
solutions.

5.6 SUMMARY
Using game engines to simulate rockfalls provides an intuitive and easy to use option,
comparable to that which we see in current modelling packages. The ability to import
slope models of many kinds, from the raw LiDAR point data to the more detailed
polygonal models was simpler than other processes in this field. The openness of the
program allows for massive data collection and application and the integration of other
tools provides new and exciting models that help shape the direction of modelling.
Looking back at the wish list presented at the beginning of this chapter we can see that
we cover all of the items that we wished to solve using game engines and associated
visualization tools. As a reminder those items were:
•

The ability to visualize everything that happens during the simulation (see all the
rockfalls). – Game engines complete this through the “live” nature of the
simulation.

•

The ability to import our slopes easily from the collection tools and at a full
resolution. – We are still limited by individual mesh size, but this process has
been substantially simplified as compared to other rockfall tools.

•

The ability to see and to change the details surrounding the physics of rockfalls
during the simulation. – We have removed the use of the restitution value and
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with the addition of more testing and verification we have the ability to move
beyond the “bounciness” parameter and truly drill into the physics of the
rockfall surface interaction.
•

The ability to specify outputs of some or all the raw information and being able
to capture new data that may not have been thought of or that the program
wasn’t originally designed for. The ability to play with this data using game
engines and through tools like Tableau has given rise to looking at this data in a
new manner. Interactive viewing environments are created that show data which
may not have been sought at the start of the simulation.

These points also highlight the 3 main issues that we presented at the start of this study.
Though these points have not been entirely solved, the use of game engines in the field
of rockfall engineering and geotechnical engineering as a whole provides a platform
that can be expanded on and that promotes collaboration between engineers and
scientists of many different fields and backgrounds to create more powerful and
universal tools.
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
There are many potential directions one could take this work. What we have presented
is but a framework that can be used for future geological applications. Alongside this,
some work is still needed in order to make a model that can pass the scrutiny of
engineers/scientists and be released into the world. This work has been primarily
focused on the details of the physics engines and the interaction between the rocks with
the slope surfaces, and the use of geology in the developing the model of the slopes
themselves.

6.1 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
With the ability to export and view the rockfall data from the model the next step is to
conduct a rigorous sensitivity analysis of the different parameters. Specifically there are
three main parameters:
1. The shape of the block;
2. The restitution of the block and of the surface;
3. The friction coefficients (static and kinetic) of the block and the surface.
These are the parameters that are controlled for each test and completing a sensitivity
analysis on each of these parameters will provide a better understanding of how precise
they need to be as well as providing a more general understanding of the underlying
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effects of each on a rockfall simulation. This can be done by running multiple individual
tests or by running multiple tests simultaneously, setting each block to a different
collision layer, thereby eliminating inter-block collisions between the tests. This method
could then be later implemented so that a range of values can be tested and run
simultaneously in place of needing the user to run multiple tests.

6.2 ENERGY VALIDATION
The energy values that are used in the tests are all generated during the creation of the
export of the collected information, using the velocity and the size of the block, with an
approximate density, the energy is calculated. This is because the mass of the blocks
could not be changed during their creation and the mass of the objects is a relative
mass, not an absolute mass developed more for visualizing physics than simulating
physics. No absolute energy validation has been completed, comparing the energies
from rockfalls to the energies that are seen in the model and whether the assumed
method is close to the real energy in the field. This is crucial to using the simulation as a
rockfall mitigation tool as the energies are one of the two main parameters that are used
for determining the type of mitigation used; the other being the height above the slope.

6.3 TANGENTIAL RESTITUTION AND THE EFFECTS OF SURFACE MATERIAL
As mentioned in Section 3.7.1 various methods have been attempted to capture the
effect of the surface material on the tangential restitution using some assumptions about
what the surface is made of. Using game engines and the rigid body physics that comes
with them we have an unique opportunity to test the effects of the surface material on
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the tangential coefficient of restitution. In place of an algorithm we have the ability to
create a talus slope of many objects and then simulate a rockfall on that talus slope.
Here, when a rock impacts the talus there will be the many iterations which intuitively
we think would occur on a real slope: energy would be transferred to smaller objects
which would move, the “bounce” of the impacting object would be much less than the
restitution value, there would be resulting movement along the talus, etc. Creating
these surface models in a “realistic” way will be challenging and transferring data from
either LiDAR or Photogrammetry will likely be very time consuming though possible to
implement in a game engine environment.

6.4 DATABASE OF LIDAR IMPACT LOCATIONS
In this study we have shown two different LiDAR change detection models that show a
rockfall and resulting loss values which we believe to be rockfall impact locations. To
achieve these datasets we needed to be very lucky. The time between scans needed to
be short enough that we are not capturing erroneous data from other sources and the
rockfall needed to have a defined “end” location; in both cases, we showed this meant
the rockfall happened at rail level with the resulting material landing in the ditch. These
cases are rare to capture, as they are not typically, what is of “interest” in a LiDAR
scanning campaign such as this one. In this case, more broad scale slope changes are the
focus and scans are time consuming to complete. However, it is possible that some data
was captured in past campaigns that was not found or a more specific campaign,
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looking at a single “active” area on a daily basis could be completed which would
produce rockfalls that have visible impact locations and the short required interval.

6.5 3D DATASETS
One of the initial motivations for this study was the utilization of the complete 3D data
set, and the difficulty of using this data in other rockfall modelling programs. Moving
this data between platforms required many different steps and often did not work well,
or required a substantially decimated model of the slope surface. Some of these aspects
were improved in this study. The tools used to move data were reduced and the act of
transferring data from one program to another became much simpler. However, this
has not solved the problem entirely. Initially when we started working in these
environments, a 32-bit architecture was very common in computing and programs were
only beginning to make the switch to the preferred 64-bit architecture. With this switch
comes the ability to handle much larger and therefore more complex datasets. This
comes with its own limitations as the computing power required to handle these larger
datasets also becomes much greater.
There are however, other ways of handling these large 3D models. One aspect that we
mentioned earlier was the partitioning of the slope surface by geology or surficial
sediment type. This method also has the added bonus of making the process of
changing the surface parameters much easier. Another method would be to integrate
our own methods of level of detail (LOD) handling. This would be a situation where we
subdivide the slope into sections with different resolutions to reduce the required
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processing simply for visualization. This process is done in many games already where
the far environment is needed only for visualization and where shortcuts like flat trees
can be used in order to save computing and object resources for more important tasks.
The method to complete this technique for our situation could range from producing
orthophotos to low resolution meshes to incorporating “live” scaling meshes similar to
those used in other Geomechanics models and TIN models.
These issues are all concerned with the representation of the surface geology and do not
change the data collection methods or the processing dramatically. Rather, they change
the subtle steps involved in the processing and simulation.
Another concern with modelling the geological conditions is including the subsurface
elements and the ways that they are interacting with the subsurface during rockfall
events. To do this we need to change the way that we are modelling slopes as right now
we are simply using a mesh which aligns to the measured surface of the slope. It would
be helpful to include the materials that exist within the slope. To do this, a more
complete look at voxel or other polygonal modelling is suggested to include the
intrinsic subsurface. Once this complete slope model is developed, then the evolution of
the slope can be better modelled. This could include aspects such as the removal of
surface elements when rockfalls occur and the splitting of the surface during high
energy events. This could then help to make long-term geological models, where talus
evolution could be studied. This would allow us to examine the effect of many rockfalls
occurring and the collection of debris on the slope, which eventually generates debris
flows in the canyon.
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6.6 MOBILE PROCESSING AND VISUALIZATION
Moving away entirely from the rockfall modelling aspects of this solution there are
many other advantages to using game engine hosted 3D slope models. One of the major
ones is the implication of using these models with mobile and newer emerging
technologies. Because of the platform independence of the models that we have created,
these models can be exported into whatever format we wish. This can then change the
way we think about geological mapping in the field. Instead of the typical approach of
collecting data in the field and then applying that data to our models sometimes weeks
later back at the lab, we can complete the entire process (processing and visualizing)
while standing at/near/on the slope face. This direct approach to modelling would
allow for a suite of products that essentially aim to reduce the need for a field note book
and that would permit recording notes directly on the slope visualization thereby
facilitating later recall of the conditions.
Aside from the application of mobile approaches in the field, like the use of tablets and
smartphones, there is also the possibility of integrating technologies like augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) into the model. This would permit features such as
subsurface mapping data or rockfall modelling results to be visualized on top of the
slope in a fully interactive and visual environment more familiar to a geologist or
geological engineer. Technologies such as Microsoft’s HoloLens are new in the industry
and their potential is unknown at this time, but we believe that this tool could be very
useful to scientists in the field, and one that lends itself well to the use of game engines
for modelling geological processes.
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6.7 DATA VISUALIZATION
One of the more interesting and novel results from this study was the integration of
other data visualization tools specifically the integration of our models in Unity into the
data visualization package of Tableau. Once the data produced by the rockfall
simulation was placed in an easily accessible format, then the options for visualization
became limitless. Because the data is open, we are no longer limited to specific tools or
outputs, however, we have not taken this much further. The options to integrate this
into other applications, like a GIS platform to see the interaction of large scale debris
flows; or to really explore the different visualizations of data and how they help
engineers make better decisions, is an area that should be perused further.

6.8 CONCLUSIONS
Game engine hosted models provide a starting point for a wide array of simulations
and 3D models, improving on proprietary models currently in use within geological
engineering. Using these models to simulate rockfalls, we have shown that these tools
permit us to collect and manipulate massive amounts of information on very detailed
slope models, something that is difficult to achieve otherwise. Game engine hosted
models address the three issues that we encountered in other rockfall simulation
packages: the black box nature, the visualization of modelling, and the use of the
restitution parameter. Although game engines do not fully solve these three issues, the
nature of them allows us to see how we may be able to completely solve these issues in
the future.
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Game engine hosted models also provide an expansion possibility far beyond what we
may have thought possible before. They are built in such a way that possibilities are
endless. However, the main focus of future work should be in terms of the physics
parameters used in the model and the development of effective validation models and
measures. Once the physics of the model are validated, the model can be more trusted
as a tool in this field and wider acceptance will lead to the potential for further research
in expanding it beyond what we have demonstrated here, potentially into a full slope
evolution modelling tool set.
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APPENDIX A - CODE
We have included the code that was generated during this project to help speed up the
process for anyone that wishes to continue with this work. This was generated though
much trial and error and in some cases may not be the most elegant of solutions. The
code is applied to the different objects in the scene and in the interest of clarity and ease
of implementation we have indicated what those objects are before each code set.
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A.I CLICKTOCREATE
A better name for this code may be appropriate; this section has turned into a tool far
beyond what it was originally intended to be. This is the master object; using a single
“empty” game object we can call this code at all times. Initially one will notice the large
number of public objects. All of the primary objects go here, rocks that are to be created,
wall prefabs, and all the UI objects. This script is also very heavy on the number of
public variables, this is where the editor can choose how the resulting game will be run
as well as where other scripts such as the rockfall data script will look to in order to
receive the specifics of certain code.
Lists are a heavily used object type in this code. They allow for the saving of an
indeterminate number of items. This is unlike an array in that an array requires a
defined number of elements. In most cases, we do not know the final number of
elements so this is not a reasonable assumption. The conversion of the lists to arrays
happens only at the save state when there is an advantage to using an array since they
are searchable and contain more built-in functionality.
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

UnityEngine;
UnityEngine.UI;
System.Collections;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Text;
System;
System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary;
System.IO;

public class ClickToCreate : MonoBehaviour {
public static ClickToCreate control;
[Header("Game Object Links")]
public GameObject SimpleRock;
public GameObject BrokenBlocks;
public GameObject lossCube;
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public GameObject gainCube;
public GameObject CreateScript;
public GameObject startFence;
public GameObject endFence;
public GameObject wallPrefab;
private GameObject wall;
public Text UserNotes;
public Text Notify;
public InputField RockNumber;
public InputField RockDistance;
[Header("Rockfall Starting Parameters")]
public String CSVSaveName;
public bool FlipYZ;
//variables for controlling the starting and current colour of created blocks
public bool colourChange = false;
public Color StartingColour = Color.blue;
//colour controllers
private Color CreateColour;
private float currentRed;
private float currentBlue;
private float currentGreen;
//Basic variables for starting parameters
private static int NumberofRocks;
private static int DistanceToCreate;
public Vector3 DistanceAboveSlope = new Vector3(0,5,0);
public Vector3 LastClick;
private static List<Vector3> CreateLocations = new List<Vector3>();
private static List<MasterRockfallData> MasterDataList = new
List<MasterRockfallData>();
private static int NumSavedStartPoints;
private static Vector3[] SavedStartLocations;
public Vector3[] sharedStart;
//Paramerters that control the bounce tests
[Header("Bounce Testing")]
public bool IsBounceTesting = false;
public bool BounceValueTest = false;
public bool RandomBounce = false;
public int TestsPerBounce = 10;
public int BounceDivisions = 5;
[Range(0f, 1f)]
public float minBounce = 0f;
[Range(0f, 1f)]
public float maxBounce = 0.1f;
public float currentBounce;
public float KillZLoc;
private GameObject[] slopes;
[Header("Rockfall Data and Collision Parameters")]
public bool MarkSlopeLoss = false;
public bool MarkSlopeGain = false;
public bool RecordOnKey = true;
public bool ShowLines = false;
public bool RockInfoOnCollision = false;
public bool RockInfoAtTime = false;
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[Range(0.01f,60f)]
public float TimeBetweenInfo = 2f;
public float StillTimeToDel = 60f;
public float StillMagnitude = 0.01f;
//percentage chance that the rock will break into sections
public bool RockBreaks = false;
[Range(0f,1f)]
public float BreakChance = 0.7f;
//time step increases
[Range(0.01f,2f)]
public float timestep = 1f;
public bool DeleteWallOnTime = false;
[Range(0.01f,100f)]
public float TimeToDelete = 10f;
private
private
private
private
private

bool
bool
bool
bool
bool

clickToCreate = false;
saveState = false;
dataSaved = false;
wallMode = false;
creating;

//Counts the number of Saved Rockfalls
private static int NumSavePoints;
//used for the CSV output
private List<string[]> rowData = new List<string[]>();
public Color GetColour()
{
if (currentGreen + 0.01f >= 1f) {
if (currentRed + 0.01f >= 1f){
if (currentBlue + 0.01f >= 1f){
currentRed = 0f;
currentGreen = 0f;
currentBlue = 0f;
}else currentBlue += 0.01f;
}else currentRed += 0.01f;
} else currentGreen += 0.01f;
return new Color (currentRed, currentGreen, currentBlue);
}
void Awake(){
if (control == null) {
DontDestroyOnLoad (gameObject);
control = this;
} else if (control != this) {
Destroy (gameObject);
}
}
// Use this for initialization
void Start () {
updateRockNumbers ();
slopes = GameObject.FindGameObjectsWithTag("Slope");
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Time.timeScale = timestep;
LoadMaster ();
RockNumber.text = NumberofRocks.ToString();
RockDistance.text = DistanceToCreate.ToString();
Notify.text = "";
Debug.Log ("What's My text?");
}
void getInput()
{
//Claer the notify string on input command.
Notify.text = "";
if (IsBounceTesting && Input.anyKey)
Debug.Log ("Currently Running a Bounce test, Simulations cannot be
run at this time");
else {
if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (1) && wallMode) {
Debug.Log("Wall Started");
setStart ();
} else if (Input.GetMouseButtonUp (1) && wallMode) {
setEnd ();
} else if (creating && wallMode) {
adjust ();
} else if (saveState && Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0)) {
CreateLocations.Add (getWorldPoint ());
} else if (clickToCreate && Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0)) {
LastClick = getWorldPoint ();
Instantiate (CreateScript, (new Vector3 (0, 0, 0)),
Quaternion.identity);
} else if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (1) && saveState)
SaveData ();
//if the status is to do a bounce test then run this code
else if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0) && BounceValueTest) {
IsBounceTesting = true;
LastClick = getWorldPoint ();
Instantiate (CreateScript, (new Vector3 (0, 0, 0)),
Quaternion.identity);
}
//######################KEY COMMANDS########################
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.Delete))
{
DestroyAllObjects("HoldingWall");
}
if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.S)){
Notify.text = "Saving Data to CSV";
Debug.Log ("Saving");
SaveRockfallStats();
Notify.text = "Save Complete";
}
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if (Input.GetKeyDown(KeyCode.C)){
Notify.text = "Loading Rockfall Points from CSV";
LoadCSV();
Notify.text = "Load Complete";
}
if (Input.GetKeyDown (KeyCode.Backspace) && clickToCreate)
clickToCreate = false;
if (Input.GetKeyDown (KeyCode.L) && dataSaved) {
GameObject mrScript = (GameObject)Instantiate (CreateScript,
(new Vector3 (0, 0, 0)), Quaternion.identity);
RockfallCreation script =
mrScript.GetComponent<RockfallCreation> ();
script.makeMulti (SavedStartLocations);
}
}
}
void DestroyAllObjects(string GameobjectTag)
{
GameObject[] gameObjects = GameObject.FindGameObjectsWithTag
(GameobjectTag);

}

for(var i = 0 ; i < gameObjects.Length ; i ++)
{
Destroy(gameObjects[i]);
}

void setStart()
{
creating = true;
startFence.transform.position = getWorldPoint ();
wall = (GameObject)Instantiate (wallPrefab, startFence.transform.position,
Quaternion.identity);
}
void setEnd()
{
creating = false;
wallMode = false;
endFence.transform.position = getWorldPoint ();
}
void adjust()
{
endFence.transform.position = getWorldPoint ();
adjustWall ();
}
void adjustWall()
{
startFence.transform.LookAt (endFence.transform.position);
endFence.transform.LookAt (startFence.transform.position);
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float distance = Vector3.Distance (startFence.transform.position,
endFence.transform.position);
wall.transform.position = startFence.transform.position + distance/2 *
startFence.transform.forward;
wall.transform.rotation = startFence.transform.rotation;
wall.transform.localScale = new Vector3(wall.transform.localScale.x,
wall.transform.localScale.y, distance);
}
Vector3 getWorldPoint()
{
Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay (Input.mousePosition);
RaycastHit hit;
if (Physics.Raycast (ray, out hit))
return hit.point;
return Vector3.zero;
}
public bool ShouldRecord()
{
if (DeleteWallOnTime) {
if (Time.time >= TimeToDelete)
return true;
else
return false;
}else
return true;
}
void Update() {
if (DeleteWallOnTime) {
if (Time.time >= TimeToDelete)
{
DestroyAllObjects("HoldingWall");
DeleteWallOnTime = false;
}
}
}

getInput ();

//code to run when the save state is done and the points need to be transfered
void SaveData(){
//move the points to an array
SavedStartLocations = CreateLocations.ToArray ();
UserNotes.text = "Press L to Initialize Rockfalls";
//SaveRockfallStartLocs ();
//clear the list for the next set
CreateLocations.Clear ();
//reset bools and Text
clickToCreate = false;
dataSaved = true;
Debug.Log ("Data Saved: " + dataSaved);
saveState = false;
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}

//

//button click function for just clicking
public void startCreatingPoints(){
if (saveState)
SaveData ();
SavedStartLocations.Initialize ();
clickToCreate = true;
UserNotes.text = "Click to Create Rockfalls";
}
public void wallCreate()
{
Debug.Log ("Clicked");
wallMode = true;
UserNotes.text = "Right Click and drag to make a wall";
}
//button click function to start the save state
public void startSavingPoints(){
saveState = true;
UserNotes.text = "Right Click to Save Points";
}
public int GetNumberRocks(){
return NumberofRocks;
}
public void updateRockNumbers(){
//NumberofRocks = (int.TryParse(RockDistance.text,out NumberofRocks));
if (int.TryParse(RockDistance.text,out NumberofRocks) == false) {
Debug.Log ("Parse Failed. Not an int");
NumberofRocks = 1;
}
//int.Parse(RockNumber.text);
DistanceToCreate = int.Parse (RockDistance.text);
Debug.Log (NumberofRocks + "
" + DistanceToCreate);
}
//#######################USED FOR COLOURING THE SLOPE ###########################
public void upDateSlope(ContactPoint[] ContactLocations, bool impact)
{
foreach (GameObject slope in slopes) {
Mesh slopemesh = slope.GetComponentInChildren<MeshFilter>().mesh;
//Mesh slope = GetComponent<MeshFilter>().mesh;
Vector3[] slopeVert = slopemesh.vertices;
Color[] slopecolor = slopemesh.colors;
int i = 0;

while (i<ContactLocations.Length) {
int SlopeIndex = Array.FindIndex (slopeVert, V3 =>
Vector3.Distance (V3, ContactLocations [i].point)<1 );
//Debug.Log (SlopeIndex);
if (SlopeIndex != -1){
Debug.Log ("Coloured Slope");
if (impact)
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else
}

}

}

}

slopecolor [SlopeIndex].b += 0.01f;
slopecolor [SlopeIndex].r += 0.01f;
i ++;

private void SaveRockfallStats(){
BinaryFormatter bf = new BinaryFormatter ();
FileStream file = File.Create (Application.persistentDataPath +
"/rockfallSaves.dat");
Debug.Log ("Saving data to: " + Application.persistentDataPath);
UserNotes.text = "Saving data to: " + Application.persistentDataPath;
MasterRockfallData[] data = MasterDataList.ToArray ();
//add data to data here
bf.Serialize (file, data);
file.Close ();
CSVdatShit (data);
}
private void CSVdatShit(MasterRockfallData[] Data)
{
// Creating First row of titles manually..
string[] rowDataTemp = new string[16];
rowDataTemp [0] = "ID";
rowDataTemp [1] = "Shape";
rowDataTemp [2] = "Time";
rowDataTemp [3] = "Starting x";
rowDataTemp [4] = "Starting y";
rowDataTemp [5] = "Starting z";
rowDataTemp [6] = "Mass";
rowDataTemp [7] = "Bounce";
rowDataTemp [8] = "x";
rowDataTemp [9] = "y";
rowDataTemp [10] = "z";
rowDataTemp [11] = "Collison Object";
rowDataTemp [12] = "Velocity";
rowDataTemp [13] = "Impact Energy";
rowDataTemp [14] = "Pass Height";
rowDataTemp [15] = "How it ended";
rowData.Add (rowDataTemp);
int loopLength = Data.Length;
Debug.Log ("Making the String Lines now");
for (int i = 0; i<loopLength; i++) {
RockfallData[] FallData = Data[i].fallData;
int innerlooplength = FallData.Length;
for (int j = 0; j<innerlooplength; j++){
rowDataTemp = new string[16];
rowDataTemp [0] = Data[i].ID.ToString();
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Data[i].Mass)).ToString();

}

}

rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp
rowDataTemp

[1] = Data[i].Shape;
[2] = FallData[j].postime.ToString ();
[3] = Data[i].xStart.ToString();
[4] = Data[i].yStart.ToString();
[5] = Data[i].zStart.ToString();
[6] = Data[i].Mass.ToString();
[7] = Data[i].Bounce.ToString();
[8] = FallData[j].x_pos.ToString();
[9] = FallData[j].y_pos.ToString();
[10] = FallData[j].z_pos.ToString();
[11] = FallData[j].collisionTag;
[12] = FallData[j].velocity.ToString();
[13] = (0.5*(Math.Pow(FallData[j].velocity,2) *

rowDataTemp [14] = FallData[j].passheight.ToString();
rowDataTemp [15] = FallData[j].endOfRunComment;
rowData.Add(rowDataTemp);

string[][] output = new string[rowData.Count][];
for(int i = 0; i < output.Length; i++){
output[i] = rowData[i];
}
int
string

length
delimiter

= output.GetLength(0);
= ",";

StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
for (int index = 0; index < length; index++)
sb.AppendLine(string.Join(delimiter, output[index]));
string filePath = getPath();
StreamWriter outStream = System.IO.File.CreateText (filePath);
outStream.WriteLine(sb);
outStream.Close();
Debug.Log ("CSV Save Complete");
}
// Following method is used to get the relative path as device platform
private string getPath(){
#if UNITY_EDITOR
return Application.dataPath +"/CSV/"+"Saved_data.csv";
#elif UNITY_ANDROID
return Application.persistentDataPath+"Saved_data.csv";
#elif UNITY_IPHONE
return Application.persistentDataPath+"/"+"Saved_data.csv";
#else
return Application.dataPath +"/"+"Saved_data.csv";
#endif
}
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//function for loading the CSV file. Four inputs, x,y,z,volume.
public void LoadCSV(){
List<Vector4> StartingBlockCSVList = new List<Vector4>();
Debug.Log ("Loading");
string filePath = Application.dataPath + "/CSV/" + CSVSaveName;
if (File.Exists (Application.dataPath + "/CSV/" + CSVSaveName)) {
StreamReader InStream = System.IO.File.OpenText (filePath);
while (InStream.EndOfStream == false) {
string lineRead = InStream.ReadLine ();
string[] line = lineRead.Split (new char[]{','}, 4);
if (FlipYZ)
StartingBlockCSVList.Add (new Vector4 (float.Parse
(line [0]), float.Parse (line [2]), float.Parse (line [1]), float.Parse (line [3])));
else
StartingBlockCSVList.Add (new Vector4 (float.Parse
(line [0]), float.Parse (line [1]), float.Parse (line [2]), float.Parse (line [3])));
Debug.Log (new Vector4 (float.Parse (line [0]), float.Parse
(line [1]), float.Parse (line [2]), float.Parse (line [3])));
}
InStream.Close ();
//StringReader sr = new StringReader();
} else {
Debug.Log ("No File Exists");
return;
}
Vector4[] StartingBlockCSV = StartingBlockCSVList.ToArray ();
//Run these files into creation
RockfallCreationFromCSV(StartingBlockCSV);
return;
}
void RockfallCreationFromCSV(Vector4[] StartLocations)
{
//Loops through and creates the Rocks at the defined location with the
appropriate scale.
for (int i=0; i<StartLocations.Length; i++) {
float scaleVector = Mathf.Pow (StartLocations[i].w,(1f/3f));
Vector3 Scale = new Vector3(scaleVector,scaleVector,scaleVector);
Vector3 StartLocation = new
Vector3(StartLocations[i].x,StartLocations[i].y,StartLocations[i].z);
GameObject Rock = Instantiate (SimpleRock,StartLocation,new
Quaternion()) as GameObject;
Rock.transform.localScale = Scale;
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}

}
return;

//Function for putting an object on the slope where there is an impact
public void BoxOnSlope (Vector3 Location, bool ImpactedSlope)
{
if (ImpactedSlope)
Instantiate (lossCube, Location, new Quaternion ());
else
Instantiate (gainCube, Location, new Quaternion ());
}
public void Load()
{
if (File.Exists (Application.persistentDataPath + "/rockfallSaves.dat")) {
BinaryFormatter bf = new BinaryFormatter ();
FileStream file = File.Open (Application.persistentDataPath +
"/rockfallSaves.dat", FileMode.Open);
MasterRockfallData[] data = (MasterRockfallData[])bf.Deserialize
(file);
file.Close ();
//Now move the file data over to this one
}

}

public void LoadMaster()
{
//check if the file exists
if (File.Exists (Application.persistentDataPath + "/MasterData.dat")) {
BinaryFormatter bf = new BinaryFormatter ();
FileStream file = File.Open (Application.persistentDataPath +
"/MasterData.dat", FileMode.Open);
GameData data = (GameData)bf.Deserialize (file);
file.Close ();
//Now move the file data over to this one
NumSavePoints = data.SavesNum;
} else
}

NumSavePoints = 0;

//Code that adds the Rockfall data to the master list on the destruction of a rockfall.
public void AddRockfallData(Vector3 StartingPos, float Bounciness, RockfallData[]
Data)
{
Data));
}

MasterDataList.Add (new MasterRockfallData (StartingPos, Bounciness,
//Debug.Log ("Data Added to Rockfall List");

public void AddRockfallData(int UniqueID, Vector3 StartingPos, float Bounciness,
RockfallData[] Data)
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{
MasterDataList.Add (new MasterRockfallData (UniqueID, StartingPos,
Bounciness, Data));
//Debug.Log ("Data Added to Rockfall List");
}
public void AddRockfallData(int UniqueID, string Shape, float mass, Vector3
StartingPos, float Bounciness, RockfallData[] Data)
{
MasterDataList.Add (new MasterRockfallData (UniqueID ,Shape, mass,
StartingPos, Bounciness, Data));
//Debug.Log ("Data Added to Rockfall List");
}
}
//The master data for the game always loaded on Awake and holds data used for everything.
class GameData
{
public int SavesNum;
}
//These are the classes that were used to save the Rockfall Data. Accessable from other
scripts as well.
//They are Serialized to allow for quick saving if you want to store previous information
[Serializable]
public class MasterRockfallData
{
public int ID;
public float xStart;
public float yStart;
public float zStart;
public float Bounce;
public string Shape;
public float Mass;
public RockfallData[] fallData;
//having multiple classes of the same name allows for the saving of different data
types
//for when not all the values are needed for saving.
public MasterRockfallData (int uniqueID, Vector3 StartingPos, float Bounciness,
RockfallData[] Data)
{
ID = uniqueID;
xStart = StartingPos.x;
yStart = StartingPos.y;
zStart = StartingPos.z;
Bounce = Bounciness;
fallData = Data;
}
public MasterRockfallData (int uniqueID, String ShapeString, float BlockMass,
Vector3 StartingPos, float Bounciness, RockfallData[] Data)
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{

}
Data)

public MasterRockfallData (Vector3 StartingPos, float Bounciness, RockfallData[]
{

}

}

ID = uniqueID;
Shape = ShapeString;
Mass = BlockMass;
xStart = StartingPos.x;
yStart = StartingPos.y;
zStart = StartingPos.z;
Bounce = Bounciness;
fallData = Data;

xStart =
yStart =
zStart =
Bounce =
fallData

StartingPos.x;
StartingPos.y;
StartingPos.z;
Bounciness;
= Data;

public MasterRockfallData(float Bounciness, RockfallData[] Data)
{
Bounce = Bounciness;
fallData = Data;
}

//the sub class for Rockfall data
//this is what the rockfall saves too at all times to reduce number of things being
written per frame
[Serializable]
public class RockfallData
{
public float x_pos;
public float y_pos;
public float z_pos;
public float postime;
public float velocity;
public float passheight;
public string collisionTag;
public string endOfRunComment;
//setting up the input for this class, need to spilt to serialize
public RockfallData(Vector3 pos, float vel, float passh)
{
x_pos = pos.x;
y_pos = pos.y;
z_pos = pos.z;
velocity = vel;
passheight = passh;
}
public RockfallData(Vector3 pos,float CurrentTime, float vel, float passh, string
collisionObject)
{
x_pos = pos.x;
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}

y_pos = pos.y;
z_pos = pos.z;
postime = CurrentTime;
velocity = vel;
passheight = passh;
collisionTag = collisionObject;

public RockfallData(Vector3 pos, float CurrentTime, float vel, string EndOfRun)
{
x_pos = pos.x;
y_pos = pos.y;
z_pos = pos.z;
postime = CurrentTime;
velocity = vel;
endOfRunComment = EndOfRun;
}
}

A.II ROCKFALL_DATAHANDELER
Second only to “ClickToCreate” this script is the primary save function for the
simulation. Any specific physics handling is also done within this script. Physics is done
during the start function, the object is frozen and the physics are applied. The object
must be frozen before any physics parameters are changed/added or they will not take
effect. This code needs to be attached to the “rock” object in the prefab so that when the
object is created it is holding this script. If there is no need for the collision information
(what the object hit specifically) then removing that information greatly increases
processing speed. Calling the object which collided with this one is a very heavy task.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
public class rockfall_datahandler : MonoBehaviour {
private bool RockBreaks;
private float BreakChance;
//public GameObject BrokenBlocks;
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private Vector3 BrokenBlocksScale;
private bool recording;
private
private
private
private

List<Vector3> TrailPositions = new List<Vector3> ();
List<RockfallData> dataList = new List<RockfallData>();
float lastTrail;
Rigidbody Rock;

private float Bounce;
private Vector3 StartingPos;
private bool MarkSlopeLoss = false;
private bool MarkSlopeGain = false;
private bool timedOut =false;
//grab this bool from the master at the start
private bool CalcsOnImpact;
//get the time parameters if there is one
private bool CalcsOnTime;
//get the amount of time between each calculation
private float TimeCalcRate;
private float StillVelTime;
private float laststill;
private float StillMag;
private float KillZLoc;
//a private variable for the "block ID"
private int BlockID;
//public array of materials if you want to predefine materials.
public PhysicMaterial[] MatArray;
private float minBounce;
private float maxBounce;
//public float RockfallMass = 2.7f;
public LineViewerScript LineScript;
private Vector3 lastVel;
private Vector3 lastAngVel;
//Runs when the script starts
void Start () {
//Get the Broken Blocks information if the rock breaks
if (ClickToCreate.control.RockBreaks) {
RockBreaks = ClickToCreate.control.RockBreaks;
//BrokenBlocks = ClickToCreate.control.BrokenBlocks;
BreakChance = ClickToCreate.control.BreakChance;
BrokenBlocksScale = this.gameObject.transform.lossyScale;
}
recording = !(ClickToCreate.control.RecordOnKey);
//Grab the Rigidbody to get positions and velocities during simulation
Rock = GetComponent<Rigidbody> ();
//set the intial time for trail generation (relative time)
lastTrail = Time.time;
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//update the physics parameteres (bounciness, mass and shape changes should
all happen here.
UpdatePhysicsPara ();
//Get the Blocks Unique ID
BlockID = GetInstanceID ();
CalcsOnImpact = ClickToCreate.control.RockInfoOnCollision;
CalcsOnTime = ClickToCreate.control.RockInfoAtTime;
TimeCalcRate = ClickToCreate.control.TimeBetweenInfo;
StillMag = Mathf.Pow (ClickToCreate.control.StillMagnitude, 2f);
MarkSlopeGain = ClickToCreate.control.MarkSlopeGain;
MarkSlopeLoss = ClickToCreate.control.MarkSlopeLoss;
KillZLoc = ClickToCreate.control.KillZLoc;
//get and change the colour
this.gameObject.GetComponent<Renderer> ().material.color =
ClickToCreate.control.GetColour();
}
void UpdatePhysicsPara()
{
//grab the physics components to change
Rigidbody myphys = this.gameObject.GetComponent <Rigidbody> ();
Collider myphysmat = this.gameObject.GetComponent <Collider> ();
//put the object to sleep and stop moving before changing.
myphys.isKinematic = true;
myphys.Sleep ();
//set the mass to the inputed value
myphys.SetDensity(RockfallMass);

//

if (ClickToCreate.control.IsBounceTesting) {
myphysmat.material.bounciness = ClickToCreate.control.currentBounce;
} else if (ClickToCreate.control.RandomBounce) {
maxBounce = ClickToCreate.control.maxBounce;
minBounce = ClickToCreate.control.minBounce;
//fix the bounce if max < min
if (maxBounce < minBounce)
maxBounce = minBounce;
//now randomize the bounciness
myphysmat.material.bounciness = Random.Range (minBounce, maxBounce);
} else {
myphysmat.material.bounciness = ClickToCreate.control.currentBounce;
}
//Save the values that will later be pushed to the master list
StartingPos = Rock.transform.position;
Bounce = myphysmat.material.bounciness;

}

//restart the object
myphys.WakeUp ();
myphys.isKinematic = false;

void OnCollisionEnter(Collision collision)
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{

if (recording) {
//In here we need to do two things
//1) Collect the information on the collision. i.e. at this point I
want to pass all the information about to the line scipt instead of the time function
//replace the information in the fixed update function I also need
to know what the collider gameobject is this is called in the collision class
if (CalcsOnImpact) {
lastTrail = Time.time;
string collisionObject = collision.gameObject.tag;
if (collisionObject == "Slope" && MarkSlopeLoss)
ClickToCreate.control.BoxOnSlope(collision.contacts[0].point, true);
ExportValueCalcs (collisionObject);
TrailPositions.Add (this.gameObject.transform.position);
}
if (RockBreaks && (Time.time > lastTrail + 0.5)) {
BreakRock ();

}

}

//2) Have a script where this passes the information to the child block to
create fragmentation. A prefab will be created with the parameters from this collision.
}
void OnTriggerEnter()
{
lastTrail = Time.time;
ExportValueCalcs ("Wall Position");
TrailPositions.Add (this.gameObject.transform.position);
}
void OnCollisionStay(Collision collision)
{
if (recording) {
//In here we need to do two things
//1) Collect the information on the collision. i.e. at this point I
want to pass all the information about to the line scipt instead of the time function
//replace the information in the fixed update function I also need
to know what the collider gameobject is this is called in the collision class
if (CalcsOnImpact && (Time.time - lastTrail > TimeCalcRate)) {
lastTrail = Time.time;
string collisionObject = collision.gameObject.tag;
ExportValueCalcs (collisionObject);
}
}
}
void BreakRock()
{
if (Random.value <= BreakChance) {
Debug.Log ("Rock Broke" + gameObject.GetInstanceID ());
RockBreaks = false;
this.gameObject.GetComponent<Collider>().isTrigger = true;
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GameObject BrokenRock = (GameObject)(Instantiate
(ClickToCreate.control.BrokenBlocks,this.gameObject.transform.position,this.gameObject.tr
ansform.rotation));
BrokenRock.transform.localScale = BrokenBlocksScale;
Rigidbody[] RigidBodies;
RigidBodies = gameObject.GetComponentsInChildren<Rigidbody>();
foreach (Rigidbody body in RigidBodies) {
//############################ Values do not get sent like they should ##################
body.velocity=lastVel;
body.angularVelocity = lastAngVel;
}
Destroy(this.gameObject);
}
}

//*********************** THIS NEEDS TO BE WORKED ON ***********************************
//Run this script when the GameObject is destroryed transfer all the data out of
the object
void OnDestroy()
{
RockfallData[] DataArray = dataList.ToArray();
ClickToCreate.control.AddRockfallData (BlockID,"Cube",Rock.mass,
StartingPos, Bounce, DataArray);
}
//*************************/ THIS NEEDS TO BE WORKED ON /*******************
//Runs once per physics frame
void FixedUpdate(){
if (recording) {
//##################/ The Velocities here are not a good way to do it ##################
lastVel = Rock.velocity;
lastAngVel = Rock.angularVelocity;

false);

if (Rock.IsSleeping () && !timedOut) {
timedOut = true;
if (MarkSlopeGain)
ClickToCreate.control.BoxOnSlope (transform.position,

dataList.Add (new RockfallData (transform.position, Time.time,
Rock.velocity.magnitude, "Timed Out"));
if (ClickToCreate.control.ShowLines)
DrawLine(TrailPositions);
}
//if the object goes below the defined line destroy it
if (this.gameObject.transform.position.y < KillZLoc) {
dataList.Add (new RockfallData (transform.position, Time.time,
Rock.velocity.magnitude, "Bottomed Out"));
if (ClickToCreate.control.ShowLines)
DrawLine(TrailPositions);
Destroy (this.gameObject);
}
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rockfall

if (CalcsOnTime && !timedOut ) {
//function that saves the velocity and the position of the

if (Time.time > (lastTrail + TimeCalcRate)) {
//value saves for engineering use
ExportValueCalcs ();
//trail mapping
TrailPositions.Add
(this.gameObject.transform.position);
//update timing for the next value.
lastTrail = Time.time;
}
}
} else
recording = ClickToCreate.control.ShouldRecord ();
}
void ExportValueCalcs (){
//set up a raycast to check the distance to the object below this one (hopefully the
slope)
RaycastHit hit;
//calculate the hit location from this rock vertically down to the slope using layer 8
(slope layer)... that whole layer thing doesn't work yet
if (Physics.Raycast (transform.position, -Vector3.up, out hit,100.0f))
{
//this adds the distance and the velocity and the position into the rockfall dataset.
dataList.Add (new
RockfallData(transform.position,Rock.velocity.magnitude,hit.distance));
}
}
//a Call to add data to the list including the collision object indicator
void ExportValueCalcs (string CollideTag){
//set up a raycast to check the distance to the object below this one (hopefully the
slope)
RaycastHit hit;
//calculate the hit location from this rock vertically down to the slope using layer 8
(slope layer)... that whole layer thing doesn't work yet
if (Physics.Raycast (transform.position, -Vector3.up, out hit,100.0f))
{
//this adds the distance and the velocity and the position into the
rockfall dataset.
dataList.Add (new
RockfallData(transform.position,Time.time,Rock.velocity.magnitude,hit.distance,CollideTag
));
}
}
void Update () {
//checks for user input to kill all the rocks
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if (Input.GetKeyDown ("space")&&recording) {
recording = false;
//draw trail and kill the object.
if (ClickToCreate.control.ShowLines)
DrawLine(TrailPositions);
dataList.Add (new
RockfallData(transform.position,Time.time,Rock.velocity.magnitude,"User Ended"));
Destroy (this.gameObject);
}
if (Input.GetKeyDown (KeyCode.Delete)) {
restartVars();
}
}
public void restartVars()
{
recording = true;
dataList.Clear ();
TrailPositions.Clear ();
this.gameObject.GetComponent<Rigidbody>().isKinematic = false;
laststill = Time.time;
}
void DrawLine(List<Vector3> positions){
Vector3[] positionArray = positions.ToArray ();
LineScript.CreateLine (positionArray);
}

}

A.III ROCKFALLCREATION
A separate script was created for multiple rockfall creations, either if a single point is to
be tested multiple times or when clicking multiple points to quickly generate rockfalls.
This script like the “ClickToCreate” script is stored in an empty game object and is only
created when needed. The way which rocks are handled here is sloppy, they should be
called from the main script not stored in this one. Overall this script simply saves the
starting location and then continuously creates rockfalls until its done, at which point it
removes itself from the scene.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
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using UnityEngine.UI;
using System;
public class RockfallCreation : MonoBehaviour {
//Global variables
//rock prefab used for creation
public GameObject Rock;
//click to create script to get location from
//public ClickToCreate Clicker;
public Vector3 createoffset = new Vector3(0,2,0);
//Private variables
//counter for the number of rockfalls initiated
private int rocksMade = 0;
private static int rocksToMake;
private Vector3 StartingLocation;
private float lastFired = 0.0f;
//variables for the Bounce Testing
private int BounceDivTotalCount;
private int CurrentBounceDivCount;
private float currentBounceValue;
private float BounceValueDiv;
private static Vector3[] SavedStartLocations;
private static bool multiRock = false;
//colour controllers
private bool ChangeColour = false;
// Use this for initialization
void Start ()
{
if (StartingLocation == new Vector3 (0f, 0f, 0f))
Destroy (this.gameObject);

}

lastFired = Time.time;
ResetVariables ();
ChangeColour = ClickToCreate.control.colourChange;

//function used to set all the new variables to their defaults
void ResetVariables()
{
rocksMade = 0;
//if statement for the Bounce test removal
if (ClickToCreate.control.BounceValueTest) {
//grabbing all the needed values from the master script
rocksToMake = ClickToCreate.control.TestsPerBounce;
StartingLocation = ClickToCreate.control.LastClick + createoffset;
BounceDivTotalCount = ClickToCreate.control.BounceDivisions;
CurrentBounceDivCount = 0;
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currentBounceValue = ClickToCreate.control.minBounce;
//This finds the divion value for the code.
BounceValueDiv =
Mathf.Lerp(ClickToCreate.control.minBounce,ClickToCreate.control.maxBounce,1f/(float)Clic
kToCreate.control.BounceDivisions);
Debug.Log ("Bounce Divisons set at: "+BounceValueDiv);
Debug.Log ("Starting Bounce Test with Bounciness: " +
currentBounceValue);
//Send the current Bounce Value Over (Starts at min)
ClickToCreate.control.currentBounce = currentBounceValue;
}
//If it's not a bounce test then carry on with creation code
else {
//get values from the text fields
rocksToMake = ClickToCreate.control.GetNumberRocks();

createoffset;

//get the value from the clicker script
if (!multiRock) {
StartingLocation = ClickToCreate.control.LastClick +
}

}

CreateRock ();

}
return;

//the void multirock creation function
public void makeMulti(Vector3[] StartingLocs)
{
//grab the starting location
SavedStartLocations = StartingLocs;
//let the program know there is more than one starting position
multiRock = true;
}
//function that creates the rocks at their predefined starting location
void CreateRock(){
if (multiRock) {
int loopLength = SavedStartLocations.Length;
for (int i = 0; i<loopLength; i++) {
StartingLocation = SavedStartLocations [i];
Instantiate (Rock, StartingLocation, Quaternion.identity);
}
rocksMade ++;
//Else code to create just one rockfall at the starting location.
}else
Instantiate (Rock, StartingLocation, Quaternion.identity);
rocksMade ++;
return;
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}
void Update()
{
if (Input.GetKeyDown ("space")) {
Destroy (this.gameObject);
}
}
void UpdateBounceTest()
{
//if the Bounce test is not complete step up appropriate variables and
reset others
if (CurrentBounceDivCount < BounceDivTotalCount) {
currentBounceValue += BounceValueDiv;
CurrentBounceDivCount ++;
ClickToCreate.control.currentBounce = currentBounceValue;
rocksMade = 0;
Debug.Log ("Running Next Bounce Test at Bounciness: " +
currentBounceValue);
} else {
//If the test is somplete then the files should be saved and kill
this GameObject.
Debug.Log ("Bounce Test Complete");
ClickToCreate.control.IsBounceTesting = false;
Destroy (this.gameObject);
}
}
// Update is called once per frame
void FixedUpdate () {
//create rock every second of variable
if (Time.time > lastFired + 2.0 && rocksMade < rocksToMake) {
CreateRock ();
lastFired = Time.time;
}
this object.

object

//if the number of rocks that needed to be created is reached then kill
else if (rocksMade >= rocksToMake) {
//check to see if we're bounce testing
if (ClickToCreate.control.BounceValueTest)
UpdateBounceTest ();
//if we're not bounce testing kill this rockfall creation code
else
}

Destroy (this.gameObject);

}
}
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A.IV LINEVIEWERSCRIPT
This script is held in the same game object as the “ClickToCreate” script and is called
when a line is to be drawn. If the user wants to create rockfall lines that data is stored in
a separate array in the rockfall_datahandler script and is then sent to this one upon
deletion. The colour of the line as well as the thickness of the line is also set here and
could be changed for different types of rock shape, velocity or other indicators with
relative ease.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
public class LineViewerScript : MonoBehaviour {
public Color c1 = Color.yellow;
public Color c2 = Color.red;
public float lineWidth = 0.05f;
void instanciateLine(int lengthOfLineRenderer, Vector3[] linePositions){
LineRenderer lineRenderer = new GameObject().AddComponent<LineRenderer>();
lineRenderer.SetColors(c1, c2);
lineRenderer.SetWidth(lineWidth, lineWidth);
lineRenderer.SetVertexCount(lengthOfLineRenderer);
int i = 0;
while (i < lengthOfLineRenderer) {
lineRenderer.SetPosition(i, linePositions[i]);
i++;
}
}
public void CreateLine(Vector3[] linePositions){
instanciateLine (linePositions.Length, linePositions);
}
}
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A.V WALLINDICATOR
What this script is supposed to do is indicate on the wall where the rocks hit; this is
useful for sensor fences to get a good indicator of where on that fence the objects are
passing through. It is accomplished by placing a translucent coloured object in the
location of every collision. This informs the user where the majority of rockfalls are
occurring, without getting into the details of particle systems.
using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
public class WallIndicator : MonoBehaviour {
[Range(10, 100)]
public int resolution = 10;
private int currentResolution;
private ParticleSystem.Particle[] points;
public ParticleSystem grapher;
private List<Vector3> HitLocations = new List<Vector3>();
private List<Vector3> HitVelocities = new List<Vector3>();
private List<float> HitMass = new List<float>();
private int numHits;
private int storedHits;
private void UpdateWallGraph () {
points = new ParticleSystem.Particle[numHits];
Vector3[] HitLocationArray = HitLocations.ToArray ();
Vector3[] HitVeloctityArray = HitVelocities.ToArray ();
float[] HitMassArray = HitMass.ToArray();
float increment = 1f / (resolution - 1);
for(int i = 0; i < numHits; i++){
float x = i * increment;
points[i].position = HitLocationArray[i];
points[i].color = new Color(1, 0f, 0f);
points[i].size = 1f;
}
storedHits = numHits;
}
void Start()
{
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}

storedHits = 0;
numHits = 0;

void OnTriggerStay(Collider other)
{
//
if (other.tag == "Rock")
//
{
//
if (other.transform.position.z == gameObject.transform.position.z) {
HitLocations.Add (other.transform.position gameObject.transform.position);
HitVelocities.Add (other.attachedRigidbody.velocity);
HitMass.Add (other.attachedRigidbody.mass);
numHits ++;
Debug.Log ("Fence Hit at Location: " + (other.transform.position gameObject.transform.position));
//
}
//

}

}

void Update () {
if (storedHits != numHits) {
UpdateWallGraph();
}
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

}

grapher.SetParticles(points, points.Length);

}

for (int i = 0; i < resolution; i++) {
Vector3 p = points[i].position;
p.y = p.x;
points[i].position = p;
Color c = points[i].color;
c.g = p.y;
points[i].color = c;
}
if (storedHits != 0)
grapher.SetParticles(points, points.Length);
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APPENDIX B - DATA FOR ROCKFALL ANALYSIS
Throughout the study, Terabytes of data were collected and generated, not only for use in
this project but for work by all members of the research group. This data includes tens of
thousands of photographs and gigabytes of LiDAR from many years of field work. This
specific research has also generated its own amount of data from the rockfall simulations. In
an effort to convey the utility of the visualization tools presented in this report the data for
the two separate graphs presented in Section 5.5.5, Figures 5-12 and 5-14, is presented
below. This also shows the data that we have determined to be of importance to collect
during the simulations. Combined with the code shown earlier this can greatly speed up
any development extensions or reimagining of the project.
The data all begins with unique identifiers, both the starting location and the object ID are
collected so that the initial position of the “rock” can be tracked to its eventual end. In all
cases the last instance of the “rock” is saved, as well as the details of the case that initiated
the destruction of the rock or the saving of the data. With this data we can then determine if
there are any trends related to the destruction. If all blocks that fall also have a constant
energy increase, there may be an issue in the actual simulation where the object is falling
through the world. This is also where the idea of destruction on location came into effect, so
that we could capture “rocks” when they run out of the simulation space. It can also
provide interesting information when using a dependent time axis to see the time where
blocks stopped and why during the simulation.
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This data was all collected in the .csv format from the “ClickToCreate” code provided
previously.
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B.I FENCE LOCATION DATA
Shown below is part of the result from the large scale testing on a DEM terrain model. Of note here is the first section of
“how it ended”; the first 7 results all show the objects bottoming out. This is due to errors in the physics engine which
cause the blocks to pass through the thin terrain object. Presumably this is due to a multitude of factors, mainly the
number of blocks and the size of them, it is a function of coding as well. To remove this problem, further work could use a
trigger to start recording.
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79.68444

1.976257

-51494

Cube

10.42

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2130.24

267.2647

1124.412

Rock

13.88042

96.33299

2.052094

-51494

Cube

10.48

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2130.002

266.6021

1123.888

Rock

15.78614

124.6011

2.369598

-51494

Cube

10.52

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2129.834

266.0745

1123.519

Rock

17.34824

150.4807

2.530823

-51494

Cube

10.64

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2129.352

264.3674

1122.369

Rock

16.53074

136.6327

0.285399

-51494

Cube

10.7

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2128.995

263.9289

1121.661

Rock

14.98932

112.3399

1.494415

-51494

Cube

11.08

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2127.36

260.3961

1117.281

Rock

16.80311

141.1723

1.860647

-51494

Cube

11.22

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2126.794

258.6962

1115.661

Rock

17.75885

157.6884

1.887803

-51494

Cube

12.18

2160.84

359.5

1144.73

1

0.5

2123.176

242.0072

1104.854

Rock

21.08886

222.3701

5.287292
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B.II SMALL CANYON ROCKFALL
Of note here is that it is clear how the data is saved, the rocks are all very distinct between ending calls. Also due to the
short nature of the simulation there was little data outside of the collisions. For this type of simulation it may be beneficial
to decrease the time between save calls.
Starting
x

z

Collison
Object

Velocity

Impact
Energy

Pass
Height

96.4647

133.8525

Rock

0.048299

0.001166

0.065236

2.127561

95.58121

132.6974

Rock

5.711051

16.30805

0.130494

2.308603

94.62363

132.0569

Rock

7.138263

25.4774

0.160804

0

2.36424

94.09049

131.5935

Rock

7.288314

26.55976

0.140523

0

2.369993

93.8766

131.3878

Rock

7.387665

27.2888

0.350784

1

0

2.337665

93.29755

130.8366

Rock

7.797887

30.40352

1.01572

135.567

1

0

1.976316

81.73148

125.1517

Rock

17.24595

148.7114

1.420497

111.161

135.567

1

0

1.850039

79.23286

124.265

Slope

18.21302

165.8571

0.281979

111.161

135.567

1

0

-3.13399

30.3529

104.8328

35.59459

633.4873

19.38875

0.774

111.161

135.567

1

0

-5.12753

-0.18645

97.05998

43.18126

932.3104

0

7

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

1.69836

97.21715

133.9148

Rock

0.247902

0.030728

0.097098

Cube

8.46

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

2.457661

87.56327

128.4511

Slope

13.7877

95.05036

0.361947

-3880

Cube

8.96

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

1.499679

80.38301

125.1593

Rock

17.33784

150.3003

0.376209

-3880

Cube

8.96

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

1.499679

80.38301

125.1593

Rock

17.33784

150.3003

0.376209

-3880

Cube

9

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

1.440547

79.76423

124.8416

Slope

17.38516

151.1218

0.307877

-3880

Cube

0

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

-2.58706

34.92324

107.8093

33.27321

553.5532

22.89395

-3880

Cube

11.98

0.976

115.938

135.367

1

0

-4.52301

-0.50637

99.62416

42.43103

900.1962

0

-13812

Cube

7

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

0.611094

97.54392

133.9535

Rock

0.167953

0.014104

0.089155

-13812

Cube

7.06

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

0.567446

97.53914

133.8581

Rock

1.782539

1.588722

0.101304

Time

Starting
y

ID

Shape

-18076

Cube

7

0.774

111.161

-18076

Cube

7.34

0.774

-18076

Cube

7.52

-18076

Cube

-18076

Cube

-18076

Starting
z

Mass

Bounce

x

y

135.567

1

0

1.757543

111.161

135.567

1

0

0.774

111.161

135.567

1

0

7.62

0.774

111.161

135.567

1

7.66

0.774

111.161

135.567

1

Cube

7.76

0.774

111.161

135.567

-18076

Cube

8.82

0.774

111.161

-18076

Cube

8.98

0.774

-18076

Cube

0

0.774

-18076

Cube

11.8

-3880

Cube

-3880
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How it
ended

Bottomed
Out

Bottomed
Out

-13812

Cube

7.54

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

0.248405

96.23044

132.9735

Rock

5.292367

14.00458

0.118

-13812

Cube

7.62

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

0.192481

95.80409

132.8289

Rock

5.710648

16.30575

0.113265

-13812

Cube

7.92

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

-0.03844

93.83937

132.2326

Rock

7.514966

28.23736

0.302448

-13812

Cube

8.28

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

-0.44145

90.81913

131.2046

Rock

9.664304

46.69938

1.32087

-13812

Cube

9.24

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

-2.51863

78.48499

127.4072

Slope

15.92926

126.8707

0.254298

-13812

Cube

0

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

-20.9165

33.79173

119.8167

33.56742

563.386

20.22861

-13812

Cube

12.2

0.574

114.138

135.567

1

0

-29.5635

-0.76958

116.2491

42.46246

901.5301

0

-32680

Cube

7

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.552999

96.12778

133.8339

Rock

0.221063

0.024434

0.312604

-32680

Cube

7.24

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.707895

95.55248

133.1392

Rock

5.011306

12.55659

0.687814

-32680

Cube

7.42

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.855092

94.71149

132.5305

Rock

6.467822

20.91636

0.7886

-32680

Cube

7.52

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.925663

94.18443

132.1872

Rock

4.489264

10.07674

0.543544

-32680

Cube

7.54

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.923432

94.10851

132.116

Rock

5.077148

12.88872

0.542587

-32680

Cube

7.82

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.866098

92.55096

131.0062

Rock

7.206864

25.96944

0.124228

-32680

Cube

7.92

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.816016

91.93829

130.6117

Rock

7.55191

28.51567

0.152469

-32680

Cube

8.04

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.740539

91.06066

130.1219

Rock

8.834089

39.02057

0.164451

-32680

Cube

8.22

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.624729

89.48512

129.3834

Rock

10.39131

53.98963

2.170562

-32680

Cube

8.86

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

1.215159

81.43954

126.7826

Slope

15.5336

120.6463

0.23685

-32680

Cube

0

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

-5.51594

47.50089

104.6187

29.10929

423.6752

36.55003

-32680

Cube

12.3

0.774

110.949

135.367

1

0

-10.3376

-0.38303

88.73103

42.23864

892.0515

0

-8124

Cube

7

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

1.852148

96.63098

133.9086

Rock

0.030304

0.000459

0.064773

-8124

Cube

7.54

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.282031

94.87815

131.9674

Rock

6.931899

24.02561

0.278163

-8124

Cube

7.62

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.319756

94.38532

131.6509

Rock

7.581014

28.73588

0.168146

-8124

Cube

7.7

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.356124

93.83299

131.3349

Rock

8.196127

33.58825

0.307442

-8124

Cube

7.72

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.35576

93.7021

131.2527

Rock

7.688702

29.55807

0.264325

-8124

Cube

7.78

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.313075

93.31927

130.9999

Rock

7.851551

30.82342

0.820474

-8124

Cube

7.88

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.25983

92.60287

130.5851

Rock

8.618736

37.14131

1.2189

-8124

Cube

7.96

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

2.219205

91.96111

130.253

Rock

9.300347

43.24823

2.040684

-8124

Cube

8.76

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

1.904959

82.40263

127.021

Slope

14.62392

106.9295

0.237089

-8124

Cube

8.88

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

1.492995

81.02171

125.9343

Rock

15.45519

119.4314

0.336954

-8124

Cube

8.92

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

1.435396

80.70154

125.7222

Slope

14.33946

102.8101

0.14664
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Bottomed
Out

Bottomed
Out

-8124

Cube

8.96

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

1.259648

80.37596

125.2809

Rock

14.44007

104.2579

0.458922

-8124

Cube

9.7

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

-2.16641

71.00163

117.6281

Rock

19.49416

190.0111

0.263751

-8124

Cube

0

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

-10.8249

19.59338

97.03941

37.1315

689.374

9.320758

-8124

Cube

12.04

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

-12.2221

7.616945

93.70954

38.37685

736.3915

0.49326

-8124

Cube

12.3

0.774

111.361

135.367

1

0

-14.7657

-0.48764

89.52082

40.38977

815.6669

0

-29644

Cube

7

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

1.88677

96.95893

133.9716

Rock

0.087591

0.003836

0.047646

-29644

Cube

7.04

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

1.940717

96.96929

133.8891

Rock

2.858514

4.085551

0.057535

-29644

Cube

7.74

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

2.430716

94.05356

131.0446

Rock

8.552218

36.57022

0.176407

-29644

Cube

8.34

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

2.865102

88.09624

128.4876

Slope

13.44429

90.37451

0.32413

-29644

Cube

8.82

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

2.162247

81.82715

125.35

Rock

16.64136

138.4675

1.342701

-29644

Cube

8.92

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

2.062994

80.29681

124.7659

Slope

13.79097

95.09546

0.232495

-29644

Cube

8.94

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

2.010314

80.1488

124.5308

Rock

13.93299

97.06409

0.567801

-29644

Cube

12.32

0.976

113.292

135.367

1

0

-6.97355

-0.37189

84.91515

42.12307

887.1763

0

-31012

Cube

7

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

1.856186

96.82272

133.931

Rock

0.291813

0.042577

0.093696

-31012

Cube

7.02

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

1.874626

96.80096

133.895

Rock

1.899392

1.803846

0.064539

-31012

Cube

7.06

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

1.915838

96.79491

133.7871

Rock

3.235909

5.235553

0.078044

-31012

Cube

7.06

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

1.915838

96.79491

133.7871

Rock

3.235909

5.235553

0.078044

-31012

Cube

7.54

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

2.236987

95.11536

131.8835

Rock

7.051793

24.86389

0.169553

-31012

Cube

7.74

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

2.350077

93.78817

131.066

Rock

7.957926

31.6643

0.170871

-31012

Cube

8.48

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

2.591183

86.18702

127.7085

Slope

14.00874

98.12234

2.624121

-31012

Cube

8.82

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

2.547805

81.32684

125.9306

Slope

16.24398

131.9335

0.243624

-31012

Cube

8.94

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

2.205614

80.24412

124.6756

Rock

14.03941

98.55251

0.201724

-31012

Cube

12.36

0.774

111.595

135.367

1

0

-7.01228

-0.66499

85.33872

42.08473

885.5622

0

-25384

Cube

7

0.574

109.668

135.567

1

0

1.75368

95.91528

133.8053

HoldingWall

0.129977

0.008447

0.200877

-25384

Cube

8.42

0.574

109.668

135.567

1

0

1.877353

82.40971

127.0506

Slope

15.38437

118.3394

0.233828

-25384

Cube

8.58

0.574

109.668

135.567

1

0

1.364856

80.661

125.4914

Slope

10.16682

51.68216

0.361763

-25384

Cube

0

0.574

109.668

135.567

1

0

-5.57106

55.26657

107.2091

24.449

298.8767

43.61203

-25384

Cube

12.38

0.574

109.668

135.567

1

0

-11.744

-0.33725

90.93779

41.05212

842.6384

0

-8376

Cube

7

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.371073

96.46693

133.858

0.039375

0.000775

0.05078
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Slope

HoldingWall

Bottomed
Out

Bottomed
Out

Bottomed
Out

Bottomed
Out

-8376

Cube

7.2

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.43467

96.05333

133.4034

Rock

4.101812

8.412432

0.179762

-8376

Cube

7.48

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.484975

94.79633

132.6576

Rock

6.189798

19.1568

0.867046

-8376

Cube

7.62

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.489949

93.95203

132.1818

Rock

7.529097

28.34365

0.505956

-8376

Cube

7.68

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.489162

93.55075

131.9379

Rock

7.92577

31.40891

0.415539

-8376

Cube

7.7

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.491577

93.41322

131.8588

Rock

7.935537

31.48638

0.388165

-8376

Cube

7.9

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

1.37007

92.06383

131.0532

Rock

8.185512

33.5013

0.837445

-8376

Cube

8.86

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

0.262108

81.03822

126.7233

Slope

12.38899

76.74357

0.177418

-8376

Cube

9.38

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

-1.59653

76.34512

121.5299

Rock

15.76295

124.2353

20.31204

-8376

Cube

0

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

-10.3437

33.40217

101.6266

33.02417

545.2978

22.95632

-8376

Cube

12.18

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

-13.8214

5.498911

93.73029

35.23111

620.6155

0.203022

-8376

Cube

12.42

0.574

112.436

135.367

1

0

-16.4019

-0.21832

88.88025

36.75634

675.5144

0

-3128

Cube

7

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.080108

98.27661

134.2817

Rock

0.182283

0.016614

0.123144

-3128

Cube

7.58

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.331891

97.39491

133.0162

Rock

4.854443

11.78281

0.156221

-3128

Cube

7.68

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.381687

96.96629

132.7475

Rock

5.276166

13.91896

0.137707

-3128

Cube

7.92

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.507832

95.67684

132.043

Rock

7.01434

24.60049

0.772388

-3128

Cube

7.96

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.525421

95.41512

131.9228

Rock

7.269071

26.41969

0.74848

-3128

Cube

8.02

0.976

126.14

135.367

1

0

2.553514

95.00317
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